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You will I ern em her that
’Lucky Luciano was deported to
Italy as an undesirable citizen."1
Papadopoulos said. "Italian reaction was that Luciano was it product of American society, so they
said ’Why give him back to us?’"
Papadopoulos said that he mentioned the Luciano case only to
illustrate that if foreigners are
discriminated against, and called
such names as "vvops," it would
make them resentful, and might
contribute to leading them to
crime.
The Greek student said that
most Americans have a superior
attitude, and that we are, for the
most part, materialists. He objects

to both of the alleged characteristics.
’’Materialism and spiritual values don’t go together." he said.
See story on pear four for the
reaction of Afriran students to
the United statets
adding that he prefers spiritual
values.
The question is not one of whether or not America is making
friends of its foreign students, but
rather is it one of whether America is ready to accept foreign students, he said,
"Many Americans have asked
me why I have come here to over-

ing, as Seen b y Foreign Students

crowd American schools, when we and that she would like to see
(Americans) don’t have enough, programs designed to integrate
room for our own students," Papa- , foreign students with Americans.
dopoulos said.
"The International Student CenHe said that Americans are con- ter is a good first step," she said.
cerned with whether foreign stu- "but American students seem to
dents are getting to know Amer- he afraid to enter into Internaicans, hut that Americans are do- tional programs."
Miss Stems called attention tit
ing little to get to know foreign
the fact that foreign students repstudents.
"There is no question that you resent approximately three per
find individual Americans who ex-’ cent of the SJS student body, and
reed themselves in their hospital- that the other 97 per cent is comity," he added, "but one or two posed of Americans.
swallows do not usher in the
If the International Students
spring."
’Organization, or the ISC, are to
Samia Saour, graduate business be truly representative, their memmajor from Iraq, said that she is berships should be 97 per cent
here to learn about American life ;American and three per cent for-

it, in
,go students, she said
tact. these statistics are reversed.
and very few American students
part icipa e "
Miss Saour directed her criticism as much toward foreign students who stick to themselves as
toward American students.
"If foreigners want to be together with students from their
own country exclusively, why do
! they come here as they have done."
she said. "They could take the
same courses at home, or in cur’ respondence."
!
In an effort to get to know more
Americans, Miss Saour reports
that she has joined as many clubs
having American members as pus -

sible. These include Chi Sigma
Epsilon. honorary secretarial fraternity: Alpha Aeta Sigma, hon. ovary accounting fraternity, and
the French club, which, according
to Miss Saour. is composed mostly
of Americans.
"I do not feel discriminated
against in America." Miss Saour
said, "but it depends on me. If
I’m in a friendly mood, I usually
get friendliness in return.
"Discrimination is usually a
lack of communication. not actually discritninat ion." she said.
UP OR OVER
"When I was one day in this
eauntry. I ordered ham and eggs
(Continued on Page 21
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Talks Rejected
By Arabs Nash
as Must:a’ MINTON
"lir iequests for
"In
peaceful ausiiiiiitions, the Arabs
say they want ’to destroy Israel.’
wipe it off the Middle East map
and drive its people into the sea’."
declared YilaCOV Nash, Consul of
Israel. SesterdaY.
Nash told an audience in Centennial hall that Israeli attempts toi
thei
with
negotiate peacefully
sails have been repeatedly re;
star).

be depnrioni an other nations. Les
find a way to live together," Nits:,
urged.
Present world difficulties ea:.
only be lessened if the differens,
between developed and underrieve’
aped countries are corrected, according to Nash.

Israel’s main achievement has;
been success in "creating a new
society, freedom, liberty, dignits
of man and the establishing of free
democracy in the Middle East," the
to a speech entitled "Israel in speaker said.
’ Middle East," the Israeli con The speaker predicted the das
insisted that Israel wants to! when the Arabs will be guided le
,ac out problems with the Arabs. the good of the people, "not clime’
The Arabs have launched into political aspirations." Nash insist
war and perpetuate the state of that there is a need for bread, not
war with Israel, Nash explained. bombs, in the Middle East.
Israel wants "to share with
"Israel has been reborn, revised
other countries what we have and and reestablished out of our proknow," Nash said. "This is the found belief in our heritage and in
key of unique prestige."
man’s desire to share with fellow
May 14. 194S, a group of Israeli man."
barters decided to create a new
Nash termed the Israel problem
and independent Israel, according a coin with two sides. He predictto Nash. Soon after, seven uned "the third side of the coin will
friendly armies invaded Israel. appear
lecture
tomorrow’s
in
"Not a single family escaped cas- "Arab Nationalism and the Palesualties." Nash said.
tine Problem," by Dr. Fayez SayAnother army invaded the newly ’’’l sf Stanford university.
created flatlet) Nash recalled. MS
lions nf destitute refugees pourisi
into Israel, according to the Israeli consul.
Nash described them a.s him "Brecht, The Man and His
’dry, naked, sick in body and ill
Work," by Martin Easlin, will
in mind. He said his country hail
resiessed to Br. Jack II. Neeto feed. clothe, house and educate
of
professor
assistant
, son,
them.
drama, today at 12:30 p.m. In
"Not, we have the humble satrooms A and R ef the college
isfaction in seeing what man’s cafeteria.
Neeson’s book
hr.
hard wink and spirit can reap,"
talk I. s1ti,o’..,r.’tt by the faculty
upside,’ Nash.
lihrars committee.
"Nn no in hetwever strong or
pnwrrfiii.
’same (wallah not to

Book Talk Today

No.

46

TASC Holds
Disarmament
Speech Today
Dr. Albert Reynolds, nuclear
physicist for General Electric in
San Jose will speak on nuclear
disarmament today in CI1227 at
3:30 p.m.
Dr. Reynolds’ talk is being
sponsored by the SJS political
EVEN SANTA GIVES BLOODMaking apfrom 1 to 4 p.m. and faculty members and emgroup, Toward an Active Student
pointments to donate to the SJS Blood Drive
ployees may donate from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Community.
tomorrow at Hoover hall are (I. to r.) Linda
The Selah Pereira Award will be given to the
He will emphasize technical asorganization with the largest percentage of
Allen, Adrienne Mihaly and George Beck. Aspects of disarmament and discuss
members donating or attempting to donate to
sisting Santa Jim Wilson are Sue Montgomery
STIRLING MOSS
three stages of disarmament :
the drive. Gallup said the theme for this year’s
. . . English driver
and John Gallup, co-chairmen of the drive. Stulimited stabilized deterrent and
drive is "Get in the Christmas Spirit of Giving."
territorial disarmament leading hi
dents may donate from 10 a.m. to 12 noon and
complete disarmament.
The Massachusetts Institute of
, Technology graduate, will also ex !plain the principal disarmament
harrier of mutual distrust mani’sited by a Soviet need for secrecy
and American insistanee on exStirling Moss, the $7000 double tensive inspection.
winner of the second Pacific
The physicist has worked at the
i
The professor said he feet. a isi is a self-righteous pretention that
By CAROLYN PERSIO
Grand Prix at Laguna Seca last Oak Ridge radiation laboratory
all good, the nation is all
October ,is featured in the winter and done extensive work on radiav
Intellectual curiosiiss the crest- his obligation to re-awaken in’ we are
negative side does
issue of Lyke magazine which will ton effects to the human body. Hel tive instinct and love were the ’ others self-love and self-accept- itl’x’d and the
not exist. "In order to ever bebe on the stands. 7:30 am., Friday. is a member of San Jose peace points stressed by three SJS Pro-1 ance as need s which dictate perI come successful in international
Moss, well-known driver among center advisory board.
tensors who spoke on "If This.
ption
relations, we must learn to be selfThe program is the third in a Were My Last Lecture" yesterday ceEuropean and American racing,
.
Discussing the attitude prevalent I loving rather than self-righteous."
circles, pushed his Lotus Monte’ series of nine which are being at the Associated Women Stu-’
in the United States, he said there’ he sits;
Carlo at a record speed average sponsored during the fall semester dents coffee hour.
of 91.9 miles an hour to win the by TASC.
In presenting his talk, Dr
II
102-mile Grand Prix.
Harold M. Hodges. associate ti’’
Photographs and a story rtf the
lessr
o of soeiolog-y. stated a hys..
Laguna Seca race will be included
t hetical problem: "You are
Fit the coming issue of Isyke.
Is ;
retirement;
with
sudden
Dan Gurney, a racer from Santa
would you spend your time?"
slonica, Calif., has called Moss the ;
A ’via t Issas nes campus engi- at Engmeerms. Isiucat ion, Less
’hest in the business right now.
"Arab Nationalism and the Pal-’ tionally . . . become dehydrated neering magazine. The Rule, will Specializatitin. Su’g’gestion on CounI wouldn’t say he’s courteous. but estine Problem" will be discussed amoebia . . . become like inhabi- ’
sale tomorrmv morning. Dec’.; seling, New Aeronautics Labors he’s careful. You can trust him." by Dr. Fayez Sayegh, visiting as-. tants of Eliot’s ’Wasteland,’" the Se on
in the Spartan bookstore or in: tories. and Interview Dates for
An interview with America’s sociate professor of political set-, professor answered,
front of the Engineering depart- Engineering Majors.
"master of mature wit," Mort etre and philosophy at Stanfool ’
SORROWFUL FACTS
ment office.
’
Don Paitralae is editor of the
Sahl, is also included in Lyke.
university, at 11:30 a.m. today in.
Backing his statement. ProlesThe Rule. which will sell for 23 2a-iii-sw magazine. Dr. W. W .
The feature magazine will go on the College Theater.
he
ma’ Hodges stated the
(tents. is published by students of Wood, prafes.air it aeneral enas
sale Friday in front of the book Dr. Saye ah i s scheduled to re- facts" that few college graduates
the Department of Engineering at rawrina. is faculty adviser to Tli,
store. cafeteria, library. Outer
- I read one or more books yearly. gas *lase state.
Quad and the men’s and Women’s
In
read "Harpers " nr
one
in
I
only
gyms.
The monthly magazine featuris
"Saturday Review" while seven
See additional picture on page four.
ss,
s
many articles that will be of Unit,
of nine read "Saturday Evening
s
; est to hoth engineering and ot he
:
Post."
,
SJS students. The articleshsa,t.,..;
reprofessor
the
problem.
The
been written by engineering
tat ml. is the gaining prominence’
dents, faeulty. and people work 111
of anti-intelluctualism. "That, in
s
in t he imlust ry.
s
10 years, a book will he considered
Paul Mesta, artist. provides IL
vermin," Dr. Hodges said.
The solution proposed by the humor for the magazine with mats
professor is for students to 111M -e ’ cartoons and his witty drawl),
will
Serie";
The CliISSie
i’lit side their limited areas and’ on the "over of the magazine.
present "The Sheep Has Five
explore the liberal arts. MinosThe Rule covers the stray ss ;
at
3:30
p.m.
in
se,,!s" tomorrow
s
aphy, music and history fields and tlw enaineerina faculty and a
Concert
T1i55 and at 7 p.m. in
. \
"dare to take courses not required proposed expansion program
’ f,N
hall. This will he the final proor ’practical.’ ’’
..,
I SJS to establish a five-year sche,. ,..
,..
duction of the fall semester.
,..
,
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The French film, starring
in
I’s
articles
the
of
le
on’te
ties
fl
quit
or
is
’’
is
fired
"If
one
nandel, is based on stories by use
s
s‘
psesumahly. he would speak th. monthly magazine are: Complus’
French writers. It is filmed in
s Get out from under the avalanche, s;
my
lag
not
planning
a
this
is
Truth.
fact,
career
off
your
In
put
s;
don’t
French with English subtitles.
.
’til graduation time.
lecture. so 1 will be cautiiiii,
Fernandel plays six different
DR. FAYEZ SAYEGH
r’,, bet Mutual offers college s
roles in this film about an old
. . . ’Arab, Palestine’ began Dr. Richard G. Tansey. pris
ts men escellent opportunities In
lessor of art.
French vintner and his quintuplet
iite insurance sales and sates s
on Arab nationalism, the PalThe professor, in it criticism of See Advisers
sons.
of wallic education, said. "In the
?: management with a training pro a
The New York Times described estine problem and the roots
$, gram that’s tops in the business a;
Fadline
riday is the de
for maS., content is not nearly as irnthe film as "the cleverest and the Arab-Israeli conflicts.
What’s more, you can get started
iprs in chemistry. physical ss;..
exstill
speaker
Arabian
The
sealant
as
credential."
most hilarious French comedy
now, while you’re stal in school
"’
Middle
East
on
the
views
press
con.
profession
is
ences,
biological
sciences.
science"
"The teaching
seen since the
We’ll be glad to answer your
situation which undoubtedly will sidered one of the dullest fields in teaching. pre -medical and
naestions about a career in ide
It- in oppnsition to those of yes.1 America." Dr. Tansey said. He at. dental -including science -teaching
.7; ierea nucse.. Telephone or stop by
It-May’s speaker. Israeli Consul tributed some of the lack of stirm minors
to confer with their adYaserw Nash.
uli to Parent Teacher Assns.’ visers for planning their class pro- s;
The lecture is sponsored by the, "which tell the instructor what to gram for next semester,
killed in a fight for a roadblock
College ’,centre committee, the teach. Can you imagine a parent
Any student who does not cais
near the Elisahethville Airport,
lie said Indian troops of the Arab -American association and the physician assn. or a parent dentist for with his adviser before Friii
210 NORTH FOURTH ST. ;40,
0
assn.?" he asked in stressing this will not be eligible to participate a:
IS N. forces lost one officer killed International Relations club.
Phone CT 7-5707
I point.
in the new system of pre-registra.
iind four men wounded.
"If this were my last lecture I lion for spring semester sciees’
Acting U.N. Secretary General
I would take an introspective look crairses later this semester. E
Thant authorized all necessary
PROVIDENT MUTUAL
military action, both ground and
All organization contracts for at myself and ask what had been tire to confer with the adviser rise .a
Lae Insioaonn company
of Philadelphia
aerial, to put down violent actions La Tom. are clue tomorrow in my contribution." Dr. Bruce C.; result in being unable to reci,,t,.$
TH16, according to Roger Bengt- Ogilvie, associate professor of pay- 1 in science courses whieh .0
by Katanitetie forma around Fl
I chology, said,
bethville.
son, organization editor.
i wanted or needed.

tyke Sale Starts
Friday Morning;
Moss Is Featured

Intellect, Creative Instinct, Love
Stressed in Profs’ ’Last Lecture’

Arabian Reviews
"i
mddle East Stand

ew ngmeermg agazine
o Go on Sale Tomorrow

I India Will Resist
Red ChinaNehru French Comedy,
Prime Minister Jawaharlusl \,"hu. Story of Othello
told an aroused parliament y,s!
Ss:Sias. Irani lit,. at ’ea high day that Communits China hs;
To Close Series
schools are expected to visit to- threatened to send troops inis

H.S. Delegates
To Visit SJS

day’s Student Council meeting to Indian territory. He vowed India
observe college student
govern’ %mild "resist and repel" them.
meat in action.
In one of the most hitter deThe students, responding to an ’ nunciations of Communits China
imitation extended them by Brent he has ever made. Nehru accused
Davis. ASI1 president, will be the Peiping regime of betraying
members of student governments
from Fremont,
Sunnyvale and four
He told the lower house that
San JOS(’ high
schools; Edison, jjust two days ago Communist
Abraham Lincoln. Pioneer and San ’ China had sent a warning that
Jese, according to June Sherry. unless India halts its military acrecording secretary.
tivities on the border, Chinese
The students will arrive on cant- troops still march into Indian
ata at about 2 p.m..
Miss Sherry territory.
Mud. and stall be
"We are friendly with CVery
conducted on a
tour of the
campus by the AS11 country in the world." Nehru said.
Public relations committee.
"but we will fight with China to
Students then will watch the halt any aggression."
Student Council session set for
2’30 P. in rooms A and 13 of
lhe cafeteria.

Science Majors

United Nations Troops Battle Katangese;
Street Fights Conclude 21/2 -Month Truce
1..,,,sArd.rrilvii.1.1 lib:sass

According to Davis. the purpose
of the invitations
is to "improve
relations with
area high schools The Congo I 1SP1
1 aired :Satan,
and to give
them an idea of how
troops battled Katangese forces
students government
operates at
SJS."
through the streets and outskiri
7‘’erelt Avila. ASH executive of Elisabethville yesterday in an
1
drY, is expected to appear nutburst of fighting that ended a
before rnimeil
today to offer his two and one-half month truce.
nfficial eesignation,
Avila officially
A II.N, spokesman in Leopoldwithdrew from
college Thursday ville said two white mercenaries
of last ass+,
and :18 Katanges.e troops were

Contracts Due Soon
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Editorials

A Problem of Friendship
"Is the United States failing to ’make friends’ with its foreign students?" This question has been asked during the past
from !Pointe scather of SJS students who c
vteek to a
tered throughout the world.
With some 50,000 foreign students now studying in the
U.S., over 450 at SJS, it is high time that officials both on the
local and national level took a hard look at the weaknesses and
limitations of existing programs.
There are few people who would question the wisdom of
inviting students from other nations, many of them underdeveloped not only in physical facilities but also in educational facilities, to visit the l...5. to we first-hand the "leading station of
the free world,"
There are many, however, who would question and even
condemn some of the policies now followed in regard to foreign students.
Students from non-English speaking countries are thrown,
for the most part, into the maelstrom of college life and left to
"sink or %%ins." Immigration practices often leave foreign sta.
dents in a condition of uncertainty, not knowing whether they
will be here more than a year at a time and with a constant,
implicit threat of passport trouble if they "get out of line."
Further difficulties which many foreign students encounter
are financial. Scholarships for the students are rare and those
that do exist are pitifully inadequate. In California, the students must pay non-resident tuition, twos- the normal fee, not
just the first year as out-of-state studtills must, but each year
they attend school, as. technically, foreign students do not become state residents.
To compound the difficulties of the situation, the students
have, on the whole, a great deal of trouble finding part-time
jobs. and are required to sign an affidavit to the effect that they
are not depriving Americans of work, when jobs are found.
These facts are significant enough by themselves. It becomes
more serious yet, however, when on considers that Russia offers
a foreign student program that pros ides up to five-year, all-expense scholarships as well as fret- tuition to prospective students.
Finances, special language considerations, passport procedures anti other programs that make it difficult for foreign
students are not ideological. They have nothing to with whether
the students like or agree with the beliefs and the customs of
America. But they do have a great deal to do with how well
prepared the students are to return to their homes ready, willing and able to work for the betterment of their nations and of
their own personal lives.

Banking the Blood
The semi-annual campus blood drive is scheduled to get
under way tomorrow in Hoover hall.
Reasons students are asked to donate blood in the first place
vary, but there are reasons.
One of them is that San Jose State College is a member of
a four-county regional blood center and has an "account" with
the center. Every student, as well as the students’ families, in
any emergency, can draw as many pints as are needed to save
a life or to maintain health. This can be done from any hospital
in the United States.
Recently, an SP"; student drew upon the account to the extent of 33 life-saving pints, at no charge to himself.
Another reason for the blood drives in the fall and spring is
that the regional center must maintain an emergency supply of
whole blood, in addition to its supply of blood derivatives.
The "lifetime" of whole blood is approximately 21 days,
given ideal storage conditions. Therefore, the center must make
arrangements with different member organizations to maintain
the supply. Twice a year, SJS’ turn comes up and the campus
drives are held.
Blood not used during the 21-day period is broken down
into derivaties, which include serum albumin, used for treatment of burns and shocks, "VIG" (vaccine immune globulin),
for treatment of persons allergic to vaccinations, and fibrenogen,
for treatment of excessive bleding or hemorrhaging.
The goal set for this year’s campus drive is 300 pints, almost twice the amount of last year’s spring total.
Recognizing the significance of the drive, it is to be hoped
that SJS students roll up their sleeves, abstain from consuming
anything but black coffee anti juices four hours prior to donating, and abide by this year’s somewhat dubious campus earn.
paign slogan: "Get in the Christmas Spirit of Giving."
J.T.

Individual ’Censorship’
Should printed publications be given free reign on the use
of the subject of sex? Or should a line be drawn between printed material that is offensively obscene and that which is merely
suggestive? Where and by whom should such a line be drawn?
This old yet still explosive argument about what constitutes "obscene, lewd or indecent" reading matter has once again
come to the forefront with the publication in the U.S. of Henry
Miller’s "Tropic of Cancer."
The problem certainly isn’t a new one. Plato himself was
concerned about the "obscenity" of the Odyssey when he urged
in 378 B.C. that it be expurgated for reading by Greek children.
Shakespeare’s work and other classical writings have even had
the finger pointed at them by fanatics screaming "obscene."
Granted, many books are obscene. But who is to determine
which publications are, and which should he "censored?" This
role of literary critic has traditionally fallen on the shoulders
of the courts. More recently, however, police chiefs in local
communities have been assuming the self-appointed role.
But this function just doesn’t fit them. Few if any police
officials are qualified, in any sense of the word, to judge either
literary merit or moral standard. It isn’t part of their job to
determine the American reading habits.
In the process of attempting to do so, further, these wouldbe censors have made hest -sellers out of dull books which probably wouldn’t have been read if such a fuss wasn’t made over
them.
This advocated state of absolute "innocence" is more likely
to be a fantasy than an existing fact. Why should the American
people pretend to be something they aren’t? Why continue to
give foreign critics a most striking example of a society in which
excitation and represseion have the continuous function of intensifying one another?
As Larrahee Eric pointed out in Harper’s magazine last
year, we are all our own "censors" internally. We define in our
heads the range between what our contemporaries will anti will
not tolerate. Of all the forms of sex censorship, the most effective is undoubtedly that of the individual psyche, which sees
to it that some things are simply not said, evert to oneself.
In his bok "Love and Death," Gershon Legman wrote that
the "American censorship of sex is internalized. The men and
women in the street carry it around with them in their heads.
They are the censor ..."
’Americans should be able to individually "censor" what
they will and will not read. Each person should be given the
responsibility of deciding whether or not, as former assistant
attorney general and former federal judge Thurman Arnold put
C.11.
it, "no nudes is good nudes."
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Thrust and Parry

Judiciary Functions
Put Into ’Perspective’
teitor:
The judiciary held its first
(and I hope last) case involving
constitutional review last month.
There are some people who do
not understand the functions of
the judiciary. The judiciary does
not really hold trials, as everyone is considered guilty. On the
other hand it is not really a hearing since there is no rebuttal or
cross-examination. But, on the
third hand, it is really not a
sentencing body, since all sentences have to be approved by
the college administration. For
those interested in understanding its functions I suggest a
quick trip to Disneyland.
In order to understand the
spirit of the proceeding let us
put the whole show in its correct
perspective, an antirnated student government in Fairyland.
Snow White along with the
Seven Dwarfs skipped in singing
the traditional Mother Goose

Foreign Students
Report Reactions
To Discrimination

hymns. In keeping with the animated theme, Crusader Rabbit,
the accused, showed up along
with his legal counsel Rugs the
Tiger and Fred Flintstone. On
the other side was Bier Fox supported by Mother Goose’s right
hand goose. Crusader Rabbit was
charged with having vetoed Fairyland’s golden eggs without
checking with Mother Goose.
It was definitely proved that
only Mother Goose can hatch
gulden eggs. After hearing much
more significant testimony the
dwarfs retired to reach a decision. So the voting would be
democratic, Snow White gave
each dwarf his own hand tooled
rubber stamp. There is a leftist
rumor going around that the
Seven Dwarfs may be replaced
by Kangaroos with golden rule
books in their pouches if they
do not adhere to Mother Goose’s
squawks.
Next episode will be "Can
Mother Goose keep laying those
Golden Eggs?"
Mary Fisher
ASH 10081

’No Such Thing
As Super Patriot’

Editor:
Much has been made of late
of the danger that the "super(Continued from Page 1)
patriots" pose to the United
in a restaurant," she said. When States. President Kennedy joined
the waitress asked me if I wanted in the crusade against the exthem up or over, I did not under- tremist groups in a series of
stand what she meant, which made speeches two weeks ago. On paher quite impatient with me."
triotism specifically, Kennedy
Miss Saour said that she felt said this: "Let our patriotism
momentarily discriminated against, be reflected in the creation of
until she realized that the waitress confidence rather than crusade
didn’t realize that there was a of suspicion." Former President
communications barrier.
Eisenhower added fuel to the
The day before her first IBM fire witht the following comtest here, Miss Saour said that ment: "I don’t think the United
her professor had written IBM States needs ’superpatriots.’ We
#445 on the blackboard, in order need patriotism, honestly practo be sure that everyone in the ticed by all of us, and we don’t
class brought the correct form. need these people that are more
Since she knew nothing about IBM patriotic than anybody else."
forms, Miss Saour copied the numTo President Kennedy I would
ber in her notes, and assumed that direct this question: Can the
it was the number of the lecture. American people have confidence
The next day in class she was the In government leaders who are
only student who didn’t have an more interested in "world peace,"
IBM form, and discrimination disarmament, and nuclear test
crossed her mind, she said, until bans than they are in stopping
she talked to the teacher, and the Communist expansion and the
two of them discovered what had disintegration of the free world,
happened.
including the United States?
Tomorrow: More foreign stuI would like to ask former
dent reactions.
President Eisenhower if he really
believes that there is such a
thing as a "superpatriot." Do I
now assume that there are also
medium patriots and poor patriots?
Entered as second class matter April 24,
The answer to these questions
1934, at San Jose, California, under the
act of March 3, 1879, Member California Is, of course, an emphatic Not
The way to stop communism is
Newspaper Publishers Association. Published daily by Associated Studenh of not to make overtures of peace,
San Jose State College except Saturday but to take the diplomatic, poand Sunday, during college year. Sub- litical, and economic offensive.
scriptions accepted only on a remainderThere are no degrees to paof-school basis. In fall semester $4; in
spring semester, $2. CV 4-6414Editorial triotism; you are either patriotic
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising or you are not.
Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084. Press of
Richard Reel)
Globe Printing Co. Office hours 1:45ASB 7385
4:20 p.m., Monday through Friday. Any
ho
phone
orne calls should be made during these

Sorority Member
Answers Arita
Editor:
Fraternities and sororities at
San Jose State and elsewhere

For the present, we would like
to invite any student concerned
enough to spend the time, wheth-

E .4

Sending
You All
The Season’s
Best Wishes
including
A Happy
New Year!

NEW YEAR’S EVE!
All Expense

DINNER
FOR TWO
(Menu includes)

(dinner from 5 -to -1 I 1
S750

DINNER
FOR TWO

THE INTERLUDE
Third & Santa Clara
CY 7-7696

laws of the state
the discriminat ion, In het
or whether an honest real’
of the undesirability ur
ticular individual i.,
else again.
And while we are on
the
Jed, Mr. Arita, if Negroes
the same rights as
Cauesi
and if Caucasians
shoUld bt
bidden to exclude Negroes
their frateraities, then
sl
Caucasians be forbidden
h
elude Caucasians?
Page Brownton
ASH 17728

er committed to Teller or Gandhi. or In a state of confusion
somewhere between the two, to
come and offer his or her suggestions at a meeting to be held
tonight at 7:30 in CH357, or to
call Nancy Walbrklge at CV
2-8834 or Carlos Ramirez at YO
7-1455.
Carlos Ramirez
ASS 8782
Nancy Walbridge
ASH 1918

Lunch Counter Case
Compared to Greeks
Editor:
Evidently Bob Arita thinks
that the situation of social fraternities is such that they should
be forced to integrate, like lunch
counters. Now, both institutions
argue that a Negro element
would drive away the Caucasian
element and thus bring on bankruptcy. In the case of lunch
counters, this argument is invalid; there are enough Caucasians with the prejudices retarded to the point where they
would not mind eating next to a
Negro, although they wouldn’t
want their daughter to marry
him.
Greeks at SJS are no more inherently snobbish or hypocritical
than non-greeks. They represent
a broad cross-section of the male
student population, the majority
of which population doesn’t mind
siting next to a Negro in class,
but which would not like to live
in an atmosphere of intimate
brotherhood with him. The inclusion of a Negro in an SJS
fraternity would mean that the
active ranks would be split by
dissention and that very few
Caucasians would dare to join
the chapter in the future. Bankruptcy and disintegration would
ensue.
The lunch counter exists under
the pretense of being a public
service; thus the state must
force it to make good its claims.
The social fraternity makes no
such claims: it is a private organization designed to benefit
those few who have gathered together for the mutual pursuit of
happiness. The state must protect it as long as it obeys the

ch Cie cia
EL

IOLA ALVORD
Pen Counter Cashier

TOWN WITHOUT PITY

GAY THEATER

400 South Pint
BALLAD OF A SOLDIER
In Russian
and
LEAGUE OF GENTLEMEI
*
SARATOGA THEATE
*14502 Big Basin Way Sara
THE BIG DEAL ON
MADONNA STREET
* UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTA
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
South First and Alma
BREAKFAST A TIFFANT!
MARINES, LET’S GO
Alsi.,
CRY TERROR

TOWNS THEATER
:
*
1433 The Alameda
*
ANGRY SILENCE
*
:British Film of Communist Infilll
into Trade Unions.
*
*
ALSO
*
*
HIDDEN FORTRESS
*
: TROPICAIRE TWIN -VI
*
DRIVE-IN THEATER
*
*
1969 Alum Rock Avenue
*
SOUTH SCREEN
*
*
COLLOSUS OF RHODES
and
:
JA1LHOUSE ROCK
NORTH
SCREEN
i
*
THE HUSTLER
*
HOME FROM THE MILLI
*
*
Imre*

OUR CHRISTMAS GIFT TO YOU
Bring this ad to J. SILBER and YOU
will receive $1 credit toward any purchase in our sportsware, dress or coat
department.

$1

6.
2D011-1

I

71--n-C’

0;ci,

GIFT IDEA:
Our Peter Pauper Books
((;ift Edition) at $1.00
Will Make a Nice t.ift
for Everyone.

Spartan Bookstore
’flight On Campu.:’
A

*():

Sltm, sleei2 capt.4s
-6) giva

or eeeekle,

wiTh
IDA, wool gd
’ulJ ithozi in .
"IPO
)
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RANCHO DRIxE.1
Alma & Almadtn

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY

rsy--s.yrioNizvar

Make Reservation for

REFRESHMENTS
SOUP
SALAD
DINNER FILET
Smothered with mushroom
sauce, baked potato,
vegetable, & cheese bread
COFFEE
FLAMING DESSERT

’ Obligation Felt
To Slow War Rush’
Editor:
Many of us are concerned by
the present drift toward world
war. As students and citizens,
we feel obligated to do something to slow this headlong rush
into war and mutual annihilation.
It has been suggested that the
best way to begin would be to
spend several months sharing
facts and ideas, seeking to arrive at a deeper understanding
of the complex issues involved
and of the various military and
non-military solutions that have
been offered. While engaged in
this study, we could carry on
some "action" projects such as
a "letter writing" group, but our
primary goal will be to become
as well informed as possible so
that we, as individuals, will be
able to intelligently defend whatever position we may decide to
take in the future.

Spa2tczna

Editor ______ JAY THORWALDSON
Advertising Manager .. MIKE FUJIKAKE
Day Editor
GLENDA BRADY
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News Editor
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Office Manager ____ Stuart Flensburg
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Earl Gustkey
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Feature Editor
Ken Winkler
Fine Arts Editor
Linde Axenty
Society Editor _______ Marie Lopes
Wire Editor
________ Bob Halladay
Photo Editor
Wanda Jolly
Public Relations Director ..Walter Silveira
Promotion Manager
Eloise Graham

have been accused of racial
bigotry by Robert Arita. As a
member of a sorority, I achieved
the proper indignance so as not
to disappoint Mr. Arita. But
when the greek system is taken
into consideration, this statement must be proved true. There
is racial bigotry on Eleventh
street. There are no other races
In any of our fraternities except
the "Aryan" greek.
But when he accuses us of
snobbery, immaturity, hypocrisy,
hysteria, superiority and ’injustice, I cannot agree. We are not
groveling three-year-olds set up
by rich parents in a position of
uneducated mock rule. We are
decent, good citizens. Some of
our membership will be graduated to become doctors, lawyers,
ministers; to help a struggling
mankind to to better life. I do
not think of my roommates, who
are education, medical technology and political science majors,
as the type of persons he has accused them of being.
We all realize the distinguished, colorful, tradition-filled background that other races and
creeds of the world have descended from, and we respect
them for it. Each race has something to offer every other race,
just as every human being has
something to give to mankind
in general.
But every man, be he from
east or west, is a man, and one
of man’s natural traits is his
family instincts. Call it nationalism, call it jingoism, call it prejudice, it is there to some extent
in all of us. We, the greeks, just
ask for a chance to learn,
through intelligent realization,
that every man has some one
thing to offer to the mass as a
whole. And we will learn soon.
But don’t cram it down our
throats.
Pam Purvis
ASH 11577
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Chugging of Snowcats, Towlines
Filled the Silent Mountain Air’
are the only ssay up. Sisu get
down on your own. And the
higher the better.

By KEN WINKLER
Feature Editor
blew through
snow flurries
into the
down
and
the peaks
talleY
car the
Stepping out of the
tow
chugging of snow cats and
silent air. Mud lines fill the
and snow plows
splattered cars
and one
move up the streets
the skiers hollering on the
beall
distant slopes.
road.
proves of skiers fill the
,tli wearing the usual stretch
hats.
mos, boots and tassIENI
were carried
shoulders
Over
poles and skis.
Long lines formed at the
were
atta. The lweinner slopes
both up
dothd with people,
Other skiers were
and down.
wing up the slopes on the
ones hangton ropes. smaller
ing on for dear life. Older ski
for
PM wailed apprehensively
the chair lift.
ski
Red -jacketed men of the
slopes
patrol moved among the
and the crowds by the lifts.
Trailing behind one of the men
blankets
is a rescue sled, the
wet from a recent rescue.
The lodges are filled with
snow "turtles." People who frequent the ski areas but don’t
participate. Lounging around,
they give airs of being pros
while the experts scorn them
from outside. Children are running in and out having snow
fights on the "lawns."
Though the Olympics have
came and gone, there is still
the hustle and bustle. People
come and go all the time. Though
crowded, the valley still retains
a serene quietness.
The Olympic buildings appear
silent and unused. The skating
rink is open but the jumps are
vacant. Snow choked doorways
and roads pay tribute to the past
tram. The pot that held the
Olympic flame is now filled with
Fifth avenue, Siberian bowl,
Squaw Peak, Saddle Rim and
Papoose are the runs. The
Porno, tow chain and the chair

A sudden jerk and a jump and
you’re in the chair. A jerky and
long ride is in store. Periodic
stops leave skiers dangling in
the air along the lift. Up, up,
up you go until the valley looms
larger and the lodges become
obscured in the gently falling
snow. Little dots are moving
down the slopes.
After leaving the lift last minute adjustments are made. A
sudden tenseness grips you as a
last look downhill is given and
then the push. Speed picks up.
The swishing of the skis and
the rushing of the trees reminds
you of he speed and you cut
once, t +vice, breaking speed,
showers of snow are sent by the
screaming skis as you twist and
turn.

Darkness settles and the
lifts finally stop. The rental
shops are Jammed with tired
but satisfied people. The roads
are clear but full of returning
skiers. People are moving towards the dining halls.
The cafeteria in Olympic Village is lined with blue, black and
red coated persons. Squaw Valley Lodge dining room and lobby
are crammed. People huddle
around the fires and discuss the
day’s events. The pros lounge
in the ski school telling who they
hate to teach skiing to and those
who are shaping up. The Ski Patrol makes the last sweep of the
slopes for stray skiers.
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Bids Still Available
For Pershing Rifles

Christmas Ball

Friday

1:lik are stiLl available for the
Pershing Rifles Society Christmas ball which will be held Friday night at the LOti Gatos
Swim and Racquet club.
The Pershing Rifles Queen
will be announced and crowned
during the ball. The six semifinalists in the contest are Valerie Tinti, Leilani Marie Spencer, Patricia Carpi, Carol Bed do, Elaine Silva and Joan
Bridges.
Music will be provided by Mr.
Dee and Three from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m. and all ROTC members
are invited, according to Douglas D’Amico, the society’s public
information officer.

SPARTAN DA/LT-18

College Combo Featured Tonight
At Co-Rec’s ’Winter Magic’ Show

Senior Pic Wear

Lit Torre semor picture ittlire
The air becomes crisp and the
will be suits for men and dark
valley silent. The sky clears and
sweaters for women. Pictures
the white mountains become silwill be taken in the College Unhouetted. Another good day is in
ion, 315 N. Ninth at,, as indi04 vidually scheduled
the coming.

Jett Da% is and his combo will
he featured at tonight’s Co-Rec
presentation
Winter Magic."
To be held in the Women’s
gymnasium from 7:30-9:45 p.m.,
Co-Rec also will include activities such as badminton, volleyball, ping pong, and other quiet
games, according to Lana Lawson, co-chairman of Co-Rec.
A "pinata party" has been
scheduled by the Co-Rec corn-

SJS Glee Clubs
Present Program
A select group front the Men’s
and Women’s Associated Glee
clubs will present a holiday program at the annual Women’s
Faculty Club Christmas Tea.
The tea will be held tomorrow
p m. in HB1.
afternoon at 3

Criss-crossing the tracks of
other skiers you feel the cold air
rush past your ears and under
your sweater. The buildings appear bigger now and the moving
dots become fellow skiers.

mattes’ for the intermission. Refreshments may be bought during the evening.
Davis’ combo, consisting of
SJS students Dick Currier, bass;
Ty Wood, drums, and Paul Turnason, piano, have appeared on
Frank Darian’s "Record Hop"
television program over station
KNTV. They have also made
many appearances throughout
the San Jose ,i
. _

According to Davis, who sings
with the group. guitarist Jim
Montgomery. and flutist Steve
Daly will join the combo for the
evening.
’Last week’s attendance at
Co-Rec was very much lower
than previous attendance," said
Miss Lawson, who than encouraged SJS men to "bring a date
to the activities provided by the
i

HEAD FOR YOUR NEAREST
SPIVEY’S RESTAURANT
... for a feast,
or call for your favorite BROASTED CHICKEN to
fake out. For a party, this is the ticket’
And Spivey’s bakery has the desserts you dream about.
1761 W San Carloe

CV 7.1712

12th & Santa Clara

CV 31920

SP.ILVEA1 S

le thee(

Another cut is made before
stopping. But it is too sharp and
after flying head over heels you
land in a snow drift. Collecting
your gear you vow not to let it
happen again and walk towards
the lift once more.

BAY MART’S

Darkness is coming on. One
cannot keep track of time for
there is no sun coming through
the clouds, only a gentle glow.
The air has become a little
more nippy and the snow has
stopped falling. Winds from
the peaks blow the powdery
snow off the roofs and trees.

MART

Young Adult
Membership
PROGRAM

But there is no let up in the
skiing. The lines become longer
as more try to get in that last
run. Snow turtles watch through
the windows shaking their heads,
saying, "Those crazy fools, they
should have quit earlier like
I did."

rT
l’ornmpi

a itrottea-

:

,

Behind the lodges are forests
of skis. Lining the backs of the
buildings and sticking upright
in the snow are the multi-colored pieces of equipment, wet
from the day’s runs.
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$75 Art Kit Stolen
From Campus Locker

,
eakMa4
--Ls

I0th and
Santa Clara

If you are a college student
you can join Bay Mart now!

Theft 01 an art kit, valued at
$75, was reported to SJS campus
security police Monday by Joan
C. Bynon, 463 S. Sixth St.
The coed said the kit was
taken from a locker on the third
floor of the Art building during
the weekend or Monday morning.

LIFETIME BAY MART MEMBERSHIPS
Now Available At No Cost To An
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE STUDENTS

W. C. LEAN JEWELERS
. 53 year. in an Jose

BAY MART is the GIANT STORE on one BIG FLOOR
. . . with literally ACRES OF MERCHANDISE

GIRARD PERREGAUX
lint Ilarche, ,ince

FOR HISTORICAL ACCURACY
AND AGELESS BEAUTY

You’ll shop with shopping cart ease . . . check out all your purchases through a
convenient check-out stand . . . you’ll shop with the freedom and ease of thousands
of Bay Mart Members who shop and save regularly with Bay Mart’s low everyday
prices!

SUPER MARKET DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICE STATION
BAY MART IS ALL THIS AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
Fnr Her exquisitely dainty For Him: handsome new
pear--;haped watch, gold- Sea Hawk, ultra -thin,
filled and shock-resistant waterproof’ and shock $69.50 resistant. Gold-filled. $75
Prices include Cadent tax,
Prov,d!ct case, crystal and crown remain intact

W.Q.LAN
L

socov--’
nk. NaP94

eweter3

N and

JUNG

SINCE 1904
PIRST AND SAN FERNANDO IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
I lilies, ’!iS

9 pent. -

l’arlong

SPECIAL

CHRISTMAS

SHOPPING

HOURS

Weekdays: 9:30 - 9:30
Saturdays: 10 - 7:00
Sundays: 10 - 6:00

AVE.
CALIF.
JOSE.
SAN
CH 8-1402

400 SO. SARATOGA

Near the southco,t corner
of Stevens Creek 8, Saratoga

-11.

4--SPARTAN

nAnA,

SJS Art Dept. Slate
First Annual Audio
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Dr. Short, Lawrence Lab Geologist,
To Speak on ’Underground Explosions’
"Underground Explosions" will
be the topic of Dr. Nicholas M.
Short, staff geologist at the
Lawrence Radiation laboratory.
Dr. Short will be a guest of the
SJS Geology club in S142 tonight
at 7.
Dr. Short will probably discuss
some of the aspects and aims of
Project Gnome, a underground
deluxe nuclear blast scheduled in
New Mexico, 7 a.m., P.S.T., Sunday, Dec. 10.
Scientists are expected to try
to melt mutton salt and will undoubtedly be running numerous
other experiments.
Dr. Short acquired his Ph. D. at
M IT lt 19744 Ile ree.ivM his

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
For Quick Dependable
Service Come to
.r

Group To Attend
Hospital Meeting
The Occupational Therapy club
at SJS is sponsoring a trip to the
northern California association
meeting of that group tonight at
Letterman hospital in San Francisco.
Capt. William Lysak, assistant
chief of clinical psychology at the
hospital, will speak on "Motivation
af the Patient into Activity’ at
7:45 p.m.
Students interested in attending I
may sign up for rides outside ’
HB420. Rides will leave at 6:30

p.m.

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E. Santa Clara
Ma,

At

bachelor of science degree from
St. Louis university and his master of science degree from Washington university. Dr. Short has
been connected with most of the
United States underground nuclear blasting.

"ATTENTION"

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS
Repairing by Qualified Mechanics
Completely Equipped Shop
Genuine Parts Replacement
Guaranteed Work Plus Real Savings

a
a

Parts Available

Sunday 8

EvenIngs

OPEN 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.Insl. Saturdays

CY 3-2961

HOFFEE’S GARAGE

Owner, Marvin Hoffee
972 Chestnut St., I BFI. W of Coleman Bet. Hedding & Freeway, San Jose

tw

The CIVIC PLAYHOUSE

Evaluated ASB Posts
B ymericans
African Students
Americans are apathetic toward ii general.
But they are also of a friendly
politics, prejudiced against Negroes and intolerant of foreigners Hat ure, industriorts, and inforrnaL

Dr. U. S. Mitchell Set
As Guest Speaker
For Baptist Group
Dr. Ulyss S. Mitchell, chairman
of both the world affairs committee of the northern California
Baptist convention and American
Baptist convention, will be the
guest speaker at the annual

brings you

by Charles Morgan
It promises you an eveniniz
filled with excitement and
pleasure.
136 W. SAN CARLOS
For Reservations call
CY 4-2247
CY 5-0888

DOING IT THE HARD WAY by hw
(GETTING RID OF DANDRUFF, THAT IS!)

easier 3 -minute way for men:

FITCH

Men, get rid of embarrassing dandruff easy as 1-2-3 with
I ITCH! In just 3 minutes lone rubbing, one lathering, one
hosing). every traCe of dandruff, grime, gummy old hair
right discs n the drain! Your hair looks hand - st?nmgleers,iitheecal sit shoie frYcoshuetd.setja sl pe
refreshed.
FITC Dandruff Remover
SHAMPOO every week for
LEAD: NO MAN’S positive dandruff control
Keep )our hair and scalp
really clean, dandruff-free!

F

SHAMPOO

So say approximately 1200 African students on 366 college and
university campuses in the United
States, in answering a questionnaire sent them by the International Center Of the University
of Michigan for the Institute of
International Education.

DR. ULYSS S. MITCHELL
... world traveler
Christmas Star banquet, sponsored
by the Roger Williams Fellowship,
Saturday.
The banquet will be held at
Grace Baptist church, 130 S. 10th
st. Seating for the turkey dinner
will begin at 5:45 p.m. Tickets
may be obtained at the church
office through today. Tickets are
$1.50. Foreign students will attend
free as guests of the Roger Williams Fellowship.
Dr. Mitchell, a world traveler,
will speak on "See the World
Through Other Eyes." He has just
returned from four months observation around the world, with apecial emphasis upon the objectives
of the church and the things
which make for peace. }le was a
guest of the Baptist Christian
council in 1961, attended the
World Christian Peace conference
in Prague.
Dr. Mitchell is presently the ,
president of the Fund for Survival,
a world peace foundation to finance world affairs and peace
agencies in the effort to save the
United Nations and to work for
total world disarmament with inspection and controls.

Editor’s note: Applications for following positions are now open. Forms
may be picked up in the College
Union, 315 S. Ninth it. All applicants
must sign up for an interview, according to Barney Goldstein, ASB personnel officer. Applications, accompanied by a photograph, must be returned to Goldstein no later then 12
noon on Friday. Interviews will be held
from 2 to 5 pin., Friday.

Relations,
College-Community
serves to bring together college
resources and community requests
for such services as lectures, entertainment and workshops for the
"The survey suggests that the purpose of fostering mutually
positive features of America trans- beneficial college-community remitted to African students were lationships.
predominantly its social interest
Founders’ Day Committee, plans
rather than its political or ideoannual observances of the original
logical views," the study said.
founding of the institution on May
2, 1857.
DISTINGUISH PREJUDICE

Only 12 per cent of the interviewees felt that racial discrimination caused personal difficulties,
but 29 per cent felt that American
prejudice was much worse than
they had expected. This was the
fault which topped the list of
American shortcomings.

The Burning Glass

Friday & Saturday, 8:30 p.m.
Special Student Rate $1.50
Fridays only 2 for $2.00

who reached a record speed average, will be
featured in Lyke’s winter issue which goes on
the stands Friday morning.

RACING CHAMPION and winner of the second Pacific Grand Prix at Laguna Seca in October, Stirling Moss drives his Lotus Monte
Carlo over the IO2-mile Monterey course. Moss,

Lecture Committee, selects and
negotiates with outside speakers,
Intolerance of foreigners was schedules and publicizes their lecput in second place by 16 per cent tures and provides transportation
of the students from the Dark and entertainment for speakers as
Continent.
needed.
Political apathy was cited by Library
Committee, advises on
10 per cent of the students, and library policies
regarding acquisilack of moral worth was listed by tions, library
hours and other mat
eight per cent as a major shortters involved in maintaining licoming.
brary facilities adequate to meet
Thirty-eight per cent listed the changing needs of the college.
friendliness as the most -liked of
Parking Committee,
studies
the Americans’ characteristics. Although informality was listed by campus parking problems and
10 per cent of the students as a makes recommendations for their
well-liked trait, excessive infor- solutions.
mality, along with disrespect and Publicist ions Committee, adinsincerity, were the third most- vises about ways to improve the
mentioned of American shortcom- quality of publications, official and
ings.
unofficial, published by the colIndustriousness was picked by lege and all college organizations,
16 per cent of the students as the exclusive of the student publications.
second most-liked quality.
Registration Committee, advises
NEGRO DIFFERENCES
on policies, arrangements and
The survey showed also that problems of registration,
African students in the United
States have a more difficult time tended to irritate the African
cultivating friends among the visitors.
Friendliness on the part of the
American Negro population than
American whites seemed to come
they do among whites.
more easily after the African stuA feeling of general unfrienddent had identified himself as a
liness and a feeling of superiority foreigner, according to the Afrion the part of the American Negro cans interviewed.

To All

Customers
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SAN JOSE

tos.i,s, dire(

hospital, will speak a
monthly business meeting
Social Work club today a
p.m. in the formal lounge of
hall.
Miss Coons will speak on’
Work as Professional Pn
She will also answer
questi
the recent county hospital.
cian dispute.
The club and Psi Chi, ni
psychology honor-sty societ
co-sponsor a Christmas par
Agnews state hospital ta
Dec. 23.
The Christmas party sill
club’s second project for ti
mester. The first was a club
sored party for James Boysi
county correctional rattail
adolescent boys.

SAVE MONEY!!
On GAS and OIL
SAHARA OIL CC
Samna aroi William

Peace On

Larlii

GOOd 11 ill

Toward .11cti
The message of the first Christmas ring, true
today. We extend our hest wishes for a happy
holiday season. and hope that "Peace On Earth"
becomes reality.
liOdei

United Nations

h

Sq)
SPORTSWEAR
Del ’t envy 14 I. S weIN theni’

Our

DREW RHOTON
Textbook Department

Rais

1717 PARK AVENUE

Father Joseph Mustier of Redwood City will discuss Pope John
XXIII’s recent encyclical. "Mater
et Magistra" ("Mother and Teacher") at the Newman club meeting
tonight, 8 o’clock in Newman hall
Club president Sal Alvarez announced that a regular weekly
business meeting will follow the
talk.

Mi55

social service at Santa
Clara
ty

A Happy’

rav

RYAN SKI SHOP

Priest To Discuss
Pope’s Book Here

Social Work Topi
Of Hospital Offil

A%

SKI
RENTALS

White Stag
Clothing and
Equipment

going into the student scholarship
fund and the remaining 10 per

cent gums: inf.,
gallety
arrange further exhibits.
All forms of art are
inclu
the show.
Pre-show bids mac be
In the Art Gallia:,

’
4VA N
4ii:v-.0-4"

Season

SALES

and departmental tours will be Included with the auction showing.
Proceeds from the auction will
be divided, with half going to the
contributing artist, 40 per cent

Improvement Of Instruction,
generally initiates studies and activities designed to improve instruction, and specific a I ly is
charged with the orientation of
new faculty.

Holiday

was.

The sound of an auctioneer ’s
hammer will ring through the
Art building Friday night as the
department sponsors its first annual student-faculty Christmas art
auction.
Works by both students and
faculty members have been submitted for the public auction
scheduled for 8 p.m. in the Ai I
lecture hall.
Under the supervision of DaN. cii
P. Hatch, assistant professor ol
art, and Robert Coleman, associate
professor of art, the auction features the contributors best work.
Pieces included on the auction
list are currently on display in the
Art Gallery and in the main hall
of the Art building.
Entertainment, refreshments

GIFT IDEA:

WORSTED WOOL SUIT
H I - S gives you a vested interest in being we’! suited this Fall by styling this fine wool woriled
with a custom-tailored look. Coat feature-, narrow
lapels, natural shoulders, slightly cutaway 3
button front, flapped pockets. Matching ve-,t
and Post-Grad slacks give you trim, tapered Imes.
Permanently moth-proofed for durability. In latest
fabrics and colors.

3995& uP

Have You Checked Onr
Modern Library Section
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Spartan Bookstore ir
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; club today at 7
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5 will sneak on
trofesslonal
answer quessis,
Itotinty hospital
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and Psi Chi, ria
lonorarY society,
Christmas earn
le hospital
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iiierred
dents dad% whico
it by Health Semis,* doctors. Dur- i
ing the beginning of semesters, the
two X-ray technicians, Mrs. Belvai
Bull and Miss Hope Naylor, are
kept busy by the more than 6000
students which must obtain chest
The doctors are aided by 12 full X-rays.
time nurses, two X-ray technicians,
On the second floor, the physical
one full time and the other part therapy department treats some 30,
time, a physical therapist and five to 40 students troubled by sprains,
secretaries arid technicians.
Wick injuries and posture ’,robThe service, headed by Dr. term. K. 0. Denhan, physical thin,’
Thomas J. Gray, has the largest apist, treats the students.
MACHINE-FAWIPPED
amount of health services offered
The
therapy
department
is
to students in the Califoinia state
equipped with mierothenn, ultracollege system.
violet, infrared, diatheimy, whirl Originally housed in Tower Hall,
pool and exercise machines. Also
the service moved to its present
used are hydrocollator packs and
building in 1959. Construction of
intermittent traction.
4-story building began in SepLocated on the same floor are
temher of 1958 and was completed
the doctor’s offices and fully
September 1959.
equipped consultation rooms.
The first two stories of the.
Next to the therapy room is the
building are occupied by the laboratory. staffed by three expel t
Health service while the third floor Ilab technicians which must analyze
Nine full time ductoni are provided by the SJS Health Service,
housed in the 2-year-ula million
dollar health building, to take care
of sick SJS students.

LAL1.11

11,111

’,ill

dents for hirly intiease ,aganisms in
body disorders. Laboratory equipment is equal to that of a hospital.
Extent of health services are
based on a state survey started
in 1950 and completed in 1955.
During the survey, services offered
by eastern colleges and universities were investigated by the Cali fornia Health department.
Investigation resulted in delinPatton of the services which were
esiablisbed in the stale college
,.ys.IPIII.
ESTARLISTIED PATTERN
Dr. Gray said, -This established
pattern was set after studying the
tiPiit national collegiate health
services."
He midis’ the Health Service can
handle any type of rase which a
doctor in a large medical clinic
would treat. Treatment in the clinic is provided without charge to
students.
Major or severe illness and in -

TECHNICIANS ASSIST Dr.
Ishikawa in analyzing organic
samples taken from students by
doctors. Mn. Joan Biome holds
the test tube while Mrs. Betty
Mikelson (left) and Mrs. Aliene
Angel study samples.
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CLUB STEAK
Cello Pkg.
Sliced
BACON

79clb.

45Clb.

3C)Cib.

Fresh Tender
PORK STEAKS

55Cib.

S.1

CY 7-0082

You saw it in SEVENTEEN

true

.sperial Student

3 mos.
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BUSINESS
AND OF,Ch EQUIPMENT

Third & San Fernando
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CT 7-0920

consists of classrooms.
Ill SJS students may visit the
Health Service from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday. An
emergency nurse, ready to rush to
any campus location, is on duty
from 5 to 10 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
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MASTER JEWELER

1

Frorti

72 SOUTH FIRST STREET

1996

CY 7-0920

Next to the emergency section
Is a room where easts are applied
for simple fractures.
Probably the most impressive
section of the Health Service is
its X-ray department. Equipped
with a $20,000 radiograph machine, the department is able to
take any type of hospital X-ray.
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Sigma Nu and Alpha Chi Omega, in conjunction
with the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve, will hold a
GIANT 100-HOUR SWING-A-THON from 12
Noon, Dec. 6 until 4 p.m. Dec. 10 at 148 So.
11th Street.
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WILLOW GLEN

When you come, please bring a toy and make
Christmas happy for an underprivileged child.
All proceds will go to the U.S. Marine Corps
Reserve’s "Toys For Tots" drive.

YOU MAY PLEDGE DONATIONS BY
TALKING TO THE "MAN ON THE
SWING" at CY 7-4817

skis base free salet

/0.00
( 1bove prices include insurance on breakage while skiing
At

grimps
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Skis, Poles, Boots. Pants, Parka, After Ski

vest

pered

4

CAR1.0S
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Ski Equipment may be picked
up Tuesday through Friday
irith ito (’A-Ira charge.

Equipment includes a push-button tilting table, flumoscope, chest
unit and a main X-ray machine.
The X-ray serves some 25 stu-
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11,
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Skis & Poles s3.50
MO
Stretch Punts
Koilitell & Dolomite Boots
111 Rental Equipment
Neu. This Year
Skis, Poles & Boots s5.50
Quilted Parka s3.00
Blizzard & Lund Skis

SPECIAL PACKS
The emergency room is equipped
with specially packaged sterile
packs used in handling certain
types of emergency eases. Each
pack contains all instruments to
be used in a specified case.

fresh. sopliintieated, beautiful . . .

tt.)1\)ikill)*

I

Look at these Low 2-Da \ Rental Hates

Portable equipment used by doetors in answering emergency calls
includes a portable resuscitator,
oxygen equipment and a specially
equipped doctor’s emergency bag
along with a nurse’s bag.

Truly TODAY in spirit ...

\\ \II

Skiing Can Be
Inexpensive

During regular hours, a nurse
and one of the nine doctors, is
assigned to emergency on-campus
ealls. Inside the Health Service is
a specially equipped emergency
, room which can handle any type
of emergency.
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STARLITE MEAT MARKET
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RENT A

L.A. School Officials
To Hold Interviews

DEC. 9th

Leon & Fresh
GROUND CHUCK

598 So. First St.

TIME OUT from busy duties is
taken by Dr. Thomas J. Gray,
director of SJS Health Service
to pose for photographer. Dr.
Gray has been head of the
service since 1956.

jury, lieyond
Health Service, are referred it,
outside private professional facilities. Expenses for such treatment
is covered by a voluntary supplemental health plan offered to students by the California Physiciai,’
Service.

Representatists
the bit; Angeles city schools will la, on earn pus Thursday to interview tearhing candidates for plavement at
mid-year.
Representatives will he seek
teachers in the following
I’ --general elementary,
high school agriculture,
education, English. girls’ ple.sierri
education, homemaking. industrial
arts, mathematics, science. Spanish anti special istuention.

XRAY MACHINE is focused on SJS student, Rosiland Chinn,
by X-ray technicians, I. to r., Mrs. Belva Bull and Miss Hope Naylor, members of the SJS Health Service staff.

MONEY!!
anti

T_-,

sin %VT

Offers Variety of Treatments
SJS Health Service
,

bids may be
allery.
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SPORTS SHOP
1172 LINCOLN AVE.
’
1

’d

Willow Glen
(across from the Garden Theater)

Thi., Coupon \\
One Dollar on
RENT kl,S
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Wednesday, December 6. 1961

SJS Listed
Advertising Agency Director To Talk Among Top
On ’Creativity in Food Advertising’
In Enrollment

IISPARTAN DAILY

..,c
s.:. ii...C’reatiu ti i
ine will be the topic discussed by
Robert Pritikin, creative director
fat Fletcher. Richards. Catkins &
Holden, we.. advertising agency,
tonight at 8 o’clock in cafeteria
rooms A and B.

also has""" for
li tikin.
the agency since 1959, is copy
chief for the Folger Coffee acecunt. Since he began work on the
account, a 100 per cent sales increase in some areas has been
evident

The talk is being sponsored by
Alpha Delta Sigma, national professional advertising fraternity at
SJS. The program is open to students ami faculty members

"The
Conservative
Ph!losophy
A Weelily Commentary by
James L Donati
Wednesday - 7.15 p.m.
ROBERT PRITIKIN
. . ad director

KLIV - 1590 kc.

"WORK OF ART"
.,
N?

k1.
0

One bay cervice

S

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

tuit1.4.
’.’ 004
4 Q440.T..,I. . if 0425+
144,14

DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

A RT (TEA NERS
398 EAST SANTA CLARA

$s,
\:.:

San Jose State College is listed
among the top 30 colleges and universities in size of full-time student bodies. San Jose has 11,200
full-time students.
Dr. Garland G. Parker, in the
42nd annual enrollment survey tot
School and Society, an educational
journal. reported that full-time enrollment was up 7.5 per cent over
a year ago and the increase was
sharpest since 1955.
This increase is "the most significant feature of the current national enrollment picture in American colleges and universities," he
said in announcing that enrollment has increased for the ninth
straight year.
The full-time enrollment in 1047
accredited universities and 4-year
colleges totaled 2,257,921 this fall
and with part-time students the
total enrollment was 3,215,428, a
6.6 per cent gain.
University of California was
fiist with full-time students numbering 52,396, and State University of New York second with 36,.

Two Students Remain
In Serious Condition

Richard C. Free$ SJS 22,students
and Carolyn Smith, IS,
land,
injured in a head-on auto collision
Sunday, were reported still in seri; ous condition by Santa Cruz hospital officials yesterday.
The pair was rushed to the boapital after the collision occurred
at 12:01 a.m. Freeland was
knocked unconscious and is suffering from what doctors say Is a
serious brain injury and multiple
body bruises. Miss Smith suffered
a skull fracture and a badly lacerated left knee.
Freeland, a Spartan Daily photographer, was northbound on
Graham Hill rd. between Santa
Cruz and Felton when the cars
collided. Driver of the other car,
Jack Belardi, 41, of Aptos, was
soul hbound. Belardi was not injured.

WATCH HIM! says Bill Anderson to his trained German Shepherd dog, Lasso, during a mock training period at the municipal
park. Lasso is one of 14 dogs that the San Jose police department use for night patrol.

’Vicious’ Tool

Policemen Are Using
’New Weapon’ in U.S.
(Editor’s note: This is the first of a
two part series dealing with the
relatively now innovation in police
departments: police dogs. In tomorrow’s issue the San Joni K-9 carp will
be featured.)
By TOM HEDGES
Police departments across the
United States are relying on a
"new weapon." It isn’t a new type
of gun, -car or other artillery,
rather it is a breed of animal:
the German Shepherd dog.
This new weapon has become
known throughout the country as
the K-9 corp.
The City of Baltimore in 1956
sent a delegation of officers to
London. England, to watch their
K-9 program in action.
It was the Baltimore station’s
hope that it would be able to gain
valuable information and other
Important material from the London police department, which

Part-time Work
for College Men ...
A Beautiful Picture Is a Lasting Gift
We specialize in fine cffints and frames. Our selection includes
Provincial, Contemporary, Traditional, and Modern. We also have a
gallery of beautiful oil paintings by European artists. Custom made
’,am.: to your liking. Come in and b rowsa . . Use your Bankarnericard.

Parks Framing and Gallery
332 E Santa Clara St.
bes....n 7th and 8th)

FULL TIME PAY
Service and Sales of New
Products by Appointment.
Phone FR 8-0093 for Interview.

Let’s Go

Siseiall %% on club, (linens/lion
MAY
Of
Neuman club, bids on sale for the planning for Agnew« state lea.
Dec. 9 Christmas formal, $3.50 for pital Cht istmas project, Royce hail
lounge,
ngeeta:130ptPc.tmutie
club members, $4.50 for others, formal alloht
taking.
Newman hall, 79 S. Fifth st.
Ha
s.
Lerture. Dr. Fayez Sayegh, vis- C127HH3, u59m7,:nitni no
iting professor in political science
r
t5club,
rofsign-up. F0.
and philosophy at Stanford univerp.m.
"Oriental
sity, to speak on "Arab Nation- Night" to be
held tomorrow at
alism and the Palestine Problem,"
Sakura Gardens.
College Theater, 11:30 a.m.
Flying Twenty, Jae.,
meeting
Co-Ree, special events: "Winter
S169, 7 p.m.
Magic" with Jeff Davis quartet,
8 p.m.; pinata, 9 p.m.; regular
Newman club, speaker: Father
Co-Rec, 7:30 p.m.; all events in Joseph Munier, discussion of "Ma,
women’s gymnasium.
ter et Magistra," Newman
hall,
8 p.m.
College play, "The Imaginary Invalid," College Theater, 8:15 p.m.
AIEE-IRE, joint meeting with
Santa Clara university chapter,
Book Talk, speaker: Dr. Jack
speaker: Ed Hilton, development
Neeson, associate professor of
engineer with Hewlett Packard co.,
drama, to review "Brecht, the Man
Palo Alto, "Binary Digital De.
and His Work," by Martin Esslin,
vices," TH55, 7:30 p.m.
cafeteria rooms A and B, 12:30
p.m.
TOMORROW
Blond drive, Hoover hall. 10 sin
Social Affairs committee, meetto 12 noon, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
ing, A139, 3:30 p.m.
Survey of Munk Literature, Con.
International Student organizacert hall, 11:30 a.m.
tion, meeting. International Student Center, 285 S. Market at., 7
(lautile films, "The Sheep Has
p.m.
Five Legs," preliminary: "The
Moor’s Pavane," THIS, 3:30 p.m.;
Le Cerele Franeals, film:
Concert hall, 7 p.m.
"French Industrialization After
Associated Women Students,
World War II," College Union,
fashion show, Mon-is Dailey audi3:30 p.m.
torium. 7:30 p.m.
Gamma Delta, speaker: The Rev.
Model United Nations, meeting
Ralph Moellering, University of
College Union, 7:15 p.m,
California campus pastor. "The
College play, "The Imaginary In.
Church and Racial Unrest," Luvalid."
theran church, 379 S. Third St., 7
p.m.
TIME YOU HAVE A 1
United Campus Christian fellow- "NEXT
BLOWOUT INVITE US TO
ship, meeting, Christian Center.
YOUR FLAT"
2:30 p.m.
10,000 GOOD USED TIRES
Pre Med society, meeting, health
building lobby, 7:30 p.m.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
6-month guaranteed Fullcap
811.00 exch.
A IEE-IRE Schedules
$1.00 More for Whitewalls
Ft

Home!

svotilti enable II to begin a program of its own.
In March, 1957, Baltimore put
14 dogs into action patrolling the
streets with officers. Today this
city has a full-time K-9 program.
using over 100 dogs.
Due to the success of the Baltimore system, other cities in the
U.S. have initiated this new
weapon into their own police departments.
San Jose and Stockton are the
forerunners In the state of California in the use of the dogs, and
at the present time are demonstrating the use of the animals to
Interested police departments in
the state.
Chief J. R. Blackmore of the
San Jose city police department
said, "Thus far the program has
been successful and with the
growth of the city we plan to expand our K-9 corp to meet the
growth."
DOG IS TOOL
Sergeant John Collins, in charge
of the training and handling of the
dogs for San Jose said. "The dog
is more than a companion to the
police officer, he is a tool."
In the city of Milpitas three
dogs are currently in use. This
program is full-time and the dogs
travel in the cars with officers
during the night hours.
Sunnyvale is also experimenting
with the idea and San Francisco
is investigating the possibile use
of dogs.
INTERESTED COUNTRIES
The Baltimore police department has reported that several
foreign countries are also interested. Many of them, such as
Thailand, Turkey, Finland and the
Philippines have sent representatives to Baltimore to witness the
K-9 program in action.
The chief of police in Baltimore
said when their program went into
action in 1957, "You can argue
with a police officer but you can’t
argue with his dog."

Packard Co. Speaker

Rylander’s Tire
Service
1333 W. San Carlos CY 4-6787

AIEE-IRE will feature speaker
Ed Hilton, development engineer
with Hewlett Packard co., tonight
at 7:30 in TH55. Hilton will speak
on "Binary Digital Devices."
Hilton will address the joint
meeting of the SJS and Santa
Clara university chapters of AIEEIRE. The meeting is open to everyone. according to Sam Rositano,
P.R. man.

GLANA’S
OF
SALON

,

OrientaiNight’Slated
By Humanities Club
For Sakura Gardens
"Oriental Night,’ the Humanities club’s annual Japanese dinner,
will he held at the Sakura Gardens
in Mountain View tomorrow at
6:30 p.m.
The dinner is open to all interstated students, according to Bonnie Fleischauer, president. Signups will be taken in the humanities office, F0B127, today and to-

Look Your Best for the
Holidays
GLANA’S SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES
on All Beauty Services
$1.50
Hair Cut
$2.25
Shampoo and Set
At Glana’s you will find expert
tinting, bleaching and permanent

wane specials
167 E. William St.
Corner ath and William;

morrow.

Dr. Kazumitsu W. Kato, assistant professor of philosophy, will
speak following the dinner.
Cost of the meal is $3.75.

CY 7-6979
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OPEN NIGHTS
TILL XMAS
from
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SKI CLOTHES BY
MEGGIE
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FREEMAN’S. German import.
ciimplete double boot, speed
lacing,
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tit,
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A real value et a high gunlit,

SKI BOOT
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SPECIAL

"SOHLER SKIS"
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plastic
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&
ski.
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NOW
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95
CHILD’S

Weekend Drive.Up
Special

4 -Day Christmas
Special

$25.00

cr

INCLUDES:
MOTEL (no dorms)
MEALS (all you can eat)
PARTY (free
refreshments)
REDUCED RATES ON:
Lifts
Rental Equipment
Lessons
Ice
Skates

us make your trarel reservations for you

’2 1 F. Sao Ferna

- CY 7-2121

CY 24321

39

RENTALS

$14.00

Iloward Nelson’s Travel Advisors

AL’’

AFTER SKI BOOTS

WOMEN’S

LP!

SPORT

STAG

RIG

Boston

KAESTLL

SOHLER

KNEISSL

HOCHLAND

Merry
Christmas
Spartans

these

FAMOUS BRAND NAMES

IMPORTED

Los
kngeles

46

0,Kfat

Select your zift

SIERRA SNOW TOURS
FL\ TIM’S TO

BEAUTY

AN 9-4810

rental
available
in the Bay Area. Over
200 pairs of NEW ski
boots, Bogner stretch
pants, Head and Hart
metal skis.
the

fines,

equipment

0/

FREEMAN’S
SPORT CENTER
Specializing in Quality Ski Equipment
CY57697
840 THE ALAMEDA
OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL XMAS
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iss OSCAR FRALEY
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Ite16%Vbeight
Patterson
n,11 between Floyd
Liston.
(buries(Sonny)
Bad Boy of
Liston, the Peck’s
one Al
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1:58 of the
burg. Germany, at
sparsely populated
Mit round In
hall
Philadelphia consention
kluisdak night.
billed as
Then, in Nina was
de resistance of an
Wee
the
payelectronic tssin bill on
throuch-the-nose theater WestPatterson finally chopped
MeNeeley at 2:31 of
down Toil’
round in Toronto.
the fourth
a fair-toIt might have been
middling production if Liston
Patterson and Mchad boxed
,.,.l.’ bad cut up cookies with
two
former
The
Westphal.
the
looked like fair boxfighters;
a
latter No like refugees from
baker.

"If he keeps going like he did
tonight. someday he’ll be up
among the No. 1 contenders."
Thls. the trust
thought,
was the idea Mondav night.
Patterson did allude briefly to
Liston, as you probably missed
If you were one of the I or9U11ales
ho did not pay out good
money to see the slicing of a
Westphalian ham or the cunning
of the beans that would go so
Well with it.
"lie is a great fighter and has
an the capabilities ol becoming
a champion."
But Patterson, who needed
nine knockdowns, more or less,
to keep MeNeeley from beating
the bell the last time, didn’t say
if and tsr
h. usIlold step into

open

10:30

Me gilded cage
cy 4-7629

455 e. william

CLASSIFIEDS

BEAUTY

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office...
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blink
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Rentals

2 harm. (urn. apts. 408 So. 5th. See
manager, Apt. #I5.
Help Wanted
Male: Clothing salesmen wanted during
Christmas season. Apply at once Art
Marr,rier Men’s Wear, 290 So. at. S.J.
Services

For Sale

IAN(

ALM

Is,,
Me,
m A

ET. typists day or night. CL 1-1824
CL 8-4335.

13 Plymouth convertible, Hydrive and
win, tiff. Cull CY 7-5371.
Professional typing -thesis, term papers.
CY 3-2694. Bonnie Bruinislot.
Wornen’s boarding house contract for
Troesportetien
Ride wanted to LA. Christmas vac.
Skis, boots, poles for sale. Like new. Share nap. Must have station wagon or
C’ 2
pickup. CY 2-1203.
Mast sill girl’s contract, $20 off. House
L
rumpus. Wonderful house.
ir5424 or 201 East Williams.
-Complete set of all woods, 2 putters,
cart, prac. putter; all like
ES 7-6755.
Contract for

ESTLE

1

Studio-all elect, kit., modern. $80. 617
So. 9th. CY 8-1588.
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the ring with the trig man from
Philadelphia.
Liston wasn’t quite ror reluctant.
"The only sweat I morked up
mass when I stood in a neutral
corner under those telex Won
lights," (moth Charles. "Frankly,
I expected to put him away In
the first round."
"And, to tell the truth," he
added. "I’d go out there right
now N19110119 a shower and take
on Patterson."
If you want one "expert’s"
opinion, the Liston of Monday
night would have made hamburger out of the Patterson of
Monday night.
But cautious Floyd, interviewed after his great triumph
over another setup, didn’t even
mention Liston. Maybe it was
because he long ago issued an

SAN FRANCISCO 1UP1.1.---The
San Francisco Forty Niners have
Wet.,’OrAtt2kOrsENLilti4401)4rift*W.)ftli
announced the signing of tackle
Leon Donohue of San Jose State,
1t
The 6-4, 245-pounder was drafted as a "redshirt" last year in the
ninth round by San Francisco.
In Monday’s National Football
League draft meeting in Chicago,
and time for the delightful dresses
the Chicago Bears drafted tackle
that capture your holiday mood .. .
Jim Cadile and halfback Mack
hopsacking in bright, gay colors ...
Burton. The Green Bay Packers
full or slim dresses.
plain or prints
picked Oscar Donahue and John
Sutro.
we now have bankamericard and first
national charge . . . ask about our
special layaway plan and gift certifi-

USED TIRES
ivaranteed
iteed Fullcap
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Patterson, the man who comes
out of hiding twice a year to exchange smuts milli people who
couldn’t knock your hat oil milli
S baseball bat, su lllll wit it up
succinctly when h.- said of McNeeley:

eppr, apt. for sale. 428 So.
pool. CY 5.1906, Robin;

Riders wanted to Ft Worth, Texas. Leave
after 6 p.m.
Dec. 15. Co’
- Ride wanted to Pittsburgh, Pa., area
;days. Tom Cheon,
over Cr r
’ 13; CY ’3-4221.
460 So. 10r,

1
If the sun shines bright on the
Spartan Stadium track course to-:
1day and the turf is firm, head
track coach Bud Winter will take
la close look at his track prospects.
Although truck season is still
off in the distance and cross
country just went out of the
scene with a bang, the spike
mentor will he putting his
charges
through
the
paces
today.
The San Jose State track men
will run a two mile course and
then compete in a ten mile relay
race featuring each man running
a mile then handing off his baton
to a teammate.
The Spartans will be shooting
for national record timings in this
pre-season tune up.
Talk around track circles is
that Dennis Johnson, 9.3 sprinter,
and Lloyd Murat!, Venezulan
sprinter who has beaten Johnson
twice, will both break records
with each pushing the other for
top honors.
Coach Winter’s ’62 track squad
looks to be stronger and deeper than ever in San Jose State
history. In every event, the Gold
and White clad Spartans look to
be strong and ready at this early
stage of the game.

Riders wanted - Portland and points
Iv. Dec. 16, Call Bob, CY 3-5612.
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Independents
Top Intramural
Wrestling Action

By EARL GUSITKEV
It appears that San Jose’s
Spartans will be up against a
top notch offensive club when
Coach Stu Innian’s 2-0 cagers
tangle with the University of
Nevada Wolf Pack in Rem.i Friday and Saturday nights.
Such is the information
(rush coach Dan Canes
scouted the Nevada five in
Monday night 82-63 ronip
Long Brach state.

from
who
their
over

"Nevada has a lot of good
shooters, and we’ll be in real
Independelits ,,,,I.hone the fratrouble if we can’t slow them
ternity men in the intramural
down," he said.
wrestling meet held last week,
Glines
that
the
reported
according to Dan Unruh, intraNevadans were leading Long
murals director, who announced
Beach 36-21 at the half.
the winners as follows:
123- -Warren Mines (Ind.) over
Craig Hall led Wolf Pack
John McDonald (Sigma Nut; 130 scoring with 23 points. The 5-9
---Mike Hiatt (Ind.) over Richard guard potted most of his scores
Costa (Sig Epr; 137 --Bob Lacy
with outside shots.
’Phi
Sig)
over
Allen Strom
Bill Robinson, Nevada’s 6-6
(ATO); 147- -Steve Andrews
center, scored 19 points. For(ATO) over Dan Landers Ind.);
ward Chico Feilloack tallied 16.
157-Phil Fenley (Ind.) over John
Inman probably will start the
Nevis (ATO); 167--- George Sousa
same starting five that has
(Ind.) over Bill Palous (Theta
opened the season with nillel.tonChi);
177 Dexter Day (Ind.)
She and casy whin user Chico
over Carlos Yrueta ( ATO ; 191 state and San Franciseo state.
Charles Elder (Ind.) over Jim
Forwards Dennis Bates and
Noon (PIRA); Hwt.- Don Jenson
(Ind.)
over Dennis Chambers Bill Robertson. center Joe Braun
and guards Bill Yonge and
AT01.
Unruh reminds all men inter- Vance Barnes showed great
ested in entering the basketball or unity in the opening victories, but
ping pong contests to turn in their will be up against a stern test
in Coach Jack Spencer’s hoopapplications by 12 noon Friday.
Applications may be obtained in sters.
MG121, where they are to be
Nevada has good bench
returned.
strength, as evidenced by ’Oa

fact that the Wolf Pack’s lopsided win over Long Beach was
the tearn’s third game in tout
days.

will be graduated. Al that time,
6-8 sorb

Harry

probably

take

Edwards
over.

Beat-h state wile 9.
to field their best WINO
in Pt years.

the first half
game,
I izree

Inman had high words of
praise for his ace guard Bill
Yonge. "He VMS far and away
our best performer in our openers with Chico state and Sat)
Francisco state."

of the

scoring

’

Help Wanted
L] Services

with

Inman reported that after he
took Yonge out of the Gator
contest with four personals in
the second half, Barnes took
over where Yonge left off and
guided the to-am the rest of the
way.

<
PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos

Spartans will be strong at the
center position until February
whcn
..r.ri-lcr Joe Braun

CY

4.281t

CORONA-UNDERWOOD-ROYAL-REMINGTON

5ypewrifers
TYPEWRITERS RENTED

18

SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase p, o
of any machine if you decide to buy
-EASY PAYMENT PLAN_

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Prep P,rkl,g

24 S SEC.C.

CYpress 3-6383

Christmas Bonus from Bloom’s
Save $407
Basic Black Pumps
by Miss B
Regularly $18
Now Only

$14""

Car Coats
Leather Coats
Party Dresses
Baby Doll PJs
Robes
MuMu’s

’.
iCount 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
Ite First Insertion
2k loch Additional Line
12 Lino Minimum)
(2 Line Minimum)
Storting Det
Run Ad For - Days
Enclosed $
Check No.
Name .
Address
Cif,/

Phone

For display
advertising rates, call CY 4-6414, Ext.
2081, from 1:20
to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

Popular Prices
Free Gift Wrap
1
rs-

ee6epta:4
286 So. First Street

tMly through a huge manufacturer price concession on a
large order. has enabled us to offer you this wonderful
saving on our own Miss B Pumps. Our exciting Miss B.
made expressly for us with fine qualities of superior craftsmanship conies in a high or mid -hi wine-glass heel, pointed
or narrow square toe, black calfskin or patent, and clampleted with brightly colored silk or kid linings.

nr_loom
135 SOUTH FIRST

DOWNTOWN

first

a
Date
for
Bowling

Skirts

Please Print:

his

Make

Yonge scored 17 against Chic,.
11 at San Francisco. The 6-2
junior physical education major
exhibited good court generalship
In good games-

Est. 1900

VALLEY PAIR

Student

S4ifte.
1924

Charge

LINDOLII
Accounts

in

shots.

Sweaters

E For Sale
D Rentals
Miscellaneous

eye

Chico state

Check One;

C. Personals
E. Lost & Found
E. Transportation

will

Edwards

showed a fine shooting

Lung

fleeted

in your life.

kik

Fs

rig%Vhich means he’ll tight three
times.
The other one has to be Sonny
Lbdon, providing Father Edward
Murphy, his current surwrvisor,
can NON
Patterson, [Floosie
et al that as a priest he isn’t
conneeted with Frankie Curbo,
Blinky Paler
et al.

Dan Glines’ Scouting Report

For the woman

To place a classified ad, just fill out and clip this
EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING form. Send with check
or money order to Student Affairs Office TH 16, San
Jose State College, San Jose, California.

95

nuy

RT X’

Gift ideas

EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING!

195

"4iri.iteft
epected to be Shirley
Templ... The other
Iw Porky

Gift
Headquarters
for Men
Shoppers

Lest & Found
1960 Model Huffy bicycle with acces.
sories. Woman’s bike. 3.speed tourist. Lost: One red tandem notebook. Please
call Sharon Kellogg, 560 So. 10th.
140. Call CY 7-0266 after 6 p.m.
CY 5.2690.
Free Equity, Assume payment On ’60
Niscelleofrons
33C,2 Mt. Wilson Drive. San Jose.
Wanted: Cello.
Contract on women’s approved apt. hse.
Phone AX 6.7933.
357 E Sat Fernando. CY 5-1997,
Weapons collector will buy guns, swords,
licycle, men’s Steyr. 3 -speed, hand uniforms, military antiques. AN 9-2144.
.rr
cond. 30. CY 5.5554.
Personals
In transOceanie
radio, $70. GE Tau -Kappa-Epsilon (raters, contact Rob.
nnn4, cyst.,$35 CY 5.4694
eft Erby 43 S. 5th San Jose. CY 3-9599.

sr

ultimatum
that
1.61011
must
"clean his house."
He said he’d lors
ister next

Ride wanted to B.C. or Washington
about Dec. 15 1961. CH 3-7827.
south.

December R 19111

VENUE

WILLOW Ol.IN

The Fraternal Organizations of SJS wisi
to extend their best wishes for a Haw
Holiday Season to the faculty and student
of San Jose State College.
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Omicron Pi
Chi Omega
,Alpha Ihi
Delta Gamma
Delta Zeta
Gamma Phi Beta
Kappa Alpha Theta

Kappa Delta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Phi Mu
Sigma Kappa
Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Upsilon
Lambda Chi Alpha

Phi Sigma Kappa
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Sigma Pi
Theta (.111
Theta Xi

Spartan Daily Skiing Green
Ma fly Resorts Offer Specials
To Attract Snow -Turtles, Skiers

LUND
ay CARMAN
snow -turtle
a
you’re
Whether
skiing enthusiast,
earnest
oc an
many
0.s be welcome at the
located in northern
resorts
se
California.
and central
to ski depends
where
Deciding
rraily on the amount of time
can afford to
and inoney you
5d.
Manyresorts offer economical
pekagedeaLs for mid-week skiers,
they exclude the Christmas,
Year’s and Easter holidays.
tely for SJS skiers, Christ.rvation begins Dec. 15 and
;ie week of freedom precedes
nas week.

395, offers meals and lodging. equipment and a snack -ban It 1,
lifts and mid -week specials.
open weekends and holidays; housing is within seven miles.
CHINA PEAK
Phillips Pow-Wow Lodge has
China Peak, (Huntington Lake), tows, instruction, meals, rentals
is 68 miles east of Fresno on arida toboggan hill with a power
state highway 168. This area has pull-back. Cabins and dormitories
are available.
a double chair lift to 5800 feet,
Tows, instruction, skating and tobogganing, equipment rentals, a alleseillreessmo
heated pool, housing accomodaLions and is open daily.

salikssial

vis

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1961
CEDAR PASS
Over 430 miles away from San
Jose, Cedar Pass is located
miles east of Alturas on U.S.
It is open only weekends and hol,
days and has limited facilities, to.

Skiers To Travel
On Three Trips
For Snow Junkets

"""elisor

Even Expert Skier
May See Insurance
As Necessary Evil

The 75 members of SJS* Ski I
Unless you ski bet" !Iran Stein
club may participate this sc hool
Eriksen, the world’s most specyear in trips to Heavenly Valley,’
, tacular skier, or Aspen’s king of
Yosemite and Soda Springs.
tie
Ithe ski hums, Ralph Jackson, ski
According to Karen Condon.1 insurance is a necessary evil.
Even expert skiers are seen republicity manager, inner-club races
will be held in Soda Springs ini ceiving aid from the ever present
ski patrol.
March.
1 A typical ski insurance program
M
Men
and women race separately ;I Includes benefits:
for trophies in the beginner, interFor any accident at any ski
mediate and advanced divisions. area in the world.
First, second and third place tro- , For any accident while travelphies are given for each division., ing in North America directly
There is also an open race which from your home to a ski area and
will be open to anyone, regardless. oack.
of ability. Miss Condon said. There
Said typical policy may pay up
will be three place trophies for, to $2000 for hospital, surgical,
winners, plus a perpetual trophy. , medical expense incurred because
1
, The Ski club, formed just before I of an accident. After an initial
World War II. is advised by Stan deductible of $10, the policy pays
Bohne, administrative assistant to 80 per cent of all covered expenses
up to $2000 in benefits.
ithe
Hutton,business manager: Dr. KenCovered expenses include phyprofessor
ifriebioalsosglystaannidrebgyitstLrtarovience Bo. sicians, surgeons, hospitals, ambulance service, nurses expenses
An ordinary year’s calendar in- and crutches and X-rays when
eludes three trips to ski resorts, prescribed by a physician and
two skating trips and a ski (as- surgeon. These expenses must be
hion show which was held recent- incurred within 26 weeks of the
ly. On official club excursions. ilate of the accident.
The policy pays regardless of
transportation is by bus only.
any other insurance you may have.
Dr. Rocci Pisan, associate proIt goes in effect for one full year
f essor of biology, joined the club
from lthekeddate your application is
in 1946 and became adviser in
, 1947. Mr. Bohne and Dr. Hutton ’ ix’s e
-1-11 particular policy excludes
I were later invited by Dr. Pisano
suicide’ War and eye glass preto advise with him, since he
scriptions or replacements. Air
couldn’t go on every trip,
travel coverage is limited to flying
I, The club, with $5 a year dues, as a passenger in to regularly
’is helpful to those students who scheduled commercial passenger
! like to ski but lack transportation airplane within North America.
A CUT HEREJoe Huwyler, head of the ski school at Echo Summit Ski area,
I or money for single lodgings. For
Unfortunately dental expenses
swings into a parallel turn coming down one of the many slopes in the area.
la reduced lump sum, a member for injury to sound natural teeth
!gets transportation, lodging and is limited to $100.
Joining a ski insurance program
The Sugar Bowl at Norden, just eluding a tow, and slopes suitable: meals.
The Sierra Ski Ranch offers a
IAccording to Miss Condon, the such as outlined may cost $20
poma pull, four tows, instruction, west of Donner Summit. has two for beginning and intermediate
I Ski club does encourage members ’ membership fee for the joiner and
double chair lifts, tows, instruc- skiers.
snacks, rentals and in open daily.
who have cars to form weekend i the second member of the family
tion, rentals, housing and eating
MT. SHASTA AREAS
Housing is within a mile.
car pools and travel to the Sierras J with each additional member payyouth group facilities.
Via U.S. 99, 348 miles from San for a few hours of skiing.
; ing $15. Individual membership is
Edelweiss. Camp Sacramento,
has
Pla-Vada, near Kingvale.
Jose, Mt. Shasta Ski Bowl is 11
!available.
has a double chair lift, a T-bar tows and a T-bar pull, instruction, miles northeast of Mt. Shasta. It
I Four rules to remember to
pull, tows, instruction, meals, rentals, a snack -bar, and housing has tows and a double chair lin,
ipsson the chances of a skiing
rental equipment and housing for accomodations. Open daily.
instruction, meals, rental equip ’ ’ ..’ ,-ted as follows:
In addition to taking the usual ’’’
75. It is open daily.
ment and housing accommodations
I. ski in ’’"nTr"1-alwaYs
with you there is
skiing equipment
Rainbow has a poma pull, a tow,
eel
miles. It is open
2. Stop skiing when tired.
Strawberry Lodge, 40 miles instruction, meals, rentals, and there or within 14
usually a necessity that is always
through Sundays, and lert behind.
Re rawness on tows and
east of Placerville, has Mopes actommodations for 100, It, too, Wednesdays
on holidays.
lifts
suitable for beginners. There is is open daily.
To add comfort to the trip one
4. Adjust skis properly
a tow, instruction, meals, equipSnowman Hill is eight miles :should always take: Goggles, sun
Soda Springs, 12 miles west of
ment rentals, including tobogsoutheast of Mt. Shasta off high- glasses. chap stick, skin lotion.
gans, housing and It is open Truckee, has a double chair lift, way 89. It offers a T-bar pull. a parka, sweater t -shirts and the
J-bar and T -bar pulls, tows,’ indaily.
tow, and housing accommodations ever useful items of long undeiAspen, Colorado. the ultra -skiers
struction, rentals and meals and
in Mt. Shasta. It. is open weekends wear and a swimming suit.
paradise, is during one of the most
DONNER SUMMIT
housing, including dormitories and
and holidays.
Also before going you should productive months, Qanuary, an
facilities, and an aerial tramway.
N. LAKE TAHOE AREA
check the changes in time, the anti -social skier’s paradise.
It is open daily.
HORSE MOUNTAIN
conditions, load conditions.
Though skiing is tops some
From 220 to 260 miles from
Horse Mountain is 40 miles east snow
Laing’s Ski Hill has a tow and
and naturally your mysterious force of habit keeps
San Jose. Donner Summit has
of Eureka sit U.S. 299. Open week- accommodations
the out-of-lowners away and
many challenging ski -areas. Near slopes for beginners, tobogganing, ends, it has IWO rope tows. instruc- own home.
Tahoe City are Chamberlands. ice skating, and equipment rentals. tion, dormitories and youth group
The ear should be carefully leaves the big mountain to the
Granlibakken and Squaw Valley There is no instruction. There is
checked. Do you have a spare tire. Aspenites. They in turn have their
facilities with kitchens.
ample housing and a snack bar.
resorts.
a jack, flashlight and of course big all -city blast called WINTERIt is open weekends and holirlas
SKOL, and boy it sure is.
-hunts?
Chamberlands is seven miles Also available are youth group
south of Tahoe City, has one tow ellities with kitchens.
and slopes for beginners and intermediates. There are equipment
YUBA PASS SUMMIT
rentals, and to snack-bar available
Yuba Ski Land, 12 Mlles eloI
daily, and housekeeping rooms of Sierra city on state highway.
within one-half mile.
49, is 289 miles from San Jose.
beginnings and
Granlibakken is one mile west It has slopes for
and
of Tahoe City. It has three tows. Intermediates. tows, rentals
weekends and
instruction. slopes for skiers of a snack -bar. Oiwn
has dormitory faciliall abilities, jump hills, equipnient holidays, It
housing
If you’re in the market, for ski
rentals. a snack -bar and house- ties there and other
within 13 miles.
keeping rooms. It is open daily’.
hoots, whether this is your first
FEATHER RIVER AREA
pair or not, you might be interAlpine Meadows is located one
Plumas-Eureka Ski Bowl is a’ ested in sonic general tips on
mile south of Squaw Valley. It
has a double chair lift, tows, in- mile north of Johnssille off U.S.’ this very important item.
. 0.
struction, rentals, Weasel tours, 40 alternate, 307 miles from San
meals and plentiful housing near- JONO. This area has tows and in- snot wear the same
yttui ii
struction, a snack bar, no rental ,
by. It is open daily.
on the slopes. The inner boot
equipment and is open weekends! use
on the
is
Park.
Powder Bowl, Deer
hsing should come high enough
Th
also a mile south of Squaw Valley. ’within eight miles.! ankle to lend firm support. Ample
padding in the boot lends warmth.
It has tows, a poma pull. instruc.
COPPERV ALE SKI HILL
(swine’ and added support. Speed
tion. A junior jump hill. meals
Five miles east of Westwood on lacing in the inner hoot is helpful
rentals, ice skating, and housing.
It is open daily,
state highway 36. Coppers-ale Ski and appeals to the ladies.
Hill has two tows, instruction.
Snap buckles for speed lacing
Squaw Valley, seven miles north
rentals, a snack bar, and housing the outer boot improve each seaof Tahoe City, has five dunihlel
322 Miles from son. Soles are narrower, thicker
in pull, five tows, within 7 miles. it is
chair lifts, a poa
and more rigid, and should be well
instruction, rentals, meals, a jump San ttl"set
stitched to the uppers, especially
hill, ice rink, and a heated swim -1 LAsSEN PARK SKI AREA
ming pool. It, too, is open daily.; Just over 300 miles from San at the heel, to prevent pulling
away under CXCeSSIVO stress,
’
It has accomodations for 1000.
Lassen National Park ski
JOSe,
Don’t be alarmed at the early
Papoose Hill and the Olympic area has a poma pull, tows, in ski boots, it takes a
t met ion, rentals, a snack bar and stiffness in
Ski Lifts at squaw valley both
while to break them in.
have amnia pulls. buts, eqiiip- 11,,iising within nine miles. It is
Take care of your boots! Proment rentals, housing rwarti, open daily during school vacations,
WAITING FOR A RUNSkis rest in the back yard of Squaw
it herwise only weekends and bolt- tect them often with liberal coats
eating facilities and are oiaoi
Valley lodge while owner is relaxing inside.
of goori wax or polish.
daily. In addition. Papoose Hill s.-,.--

04000044.0soit.4116.
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Last Check

Aspen Has A Blast

PPY

ant

111

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

tiaa instruction and nearby lee
skating.
The Doner Ski Ranch at Donner
Summit offers a double chair lift,
J -bar and T-bar pulls, a tow, instruction, housing and eating facilities and equipment rentals. It is
open daily.

*4

RADHER PASS
In Yosemite National Park via
state highways 140 or 41, Badger
Pass offers two T-bar lifts, tows,
instructions, equipment rentals
and snow motor tours; in Valley.
22 miles to the north, there are
housing accomodations and skating. Badger Pass is open daily.
have your shopping done,
SONORA PASS HIHHWAY
,; you habitually put It off to
now’s
AREAS
the last minute anyway,
tor chance to take advantage of
Dodge Ridge is four miles east
he economy plans.
of Pinecrest via state highway 108,
Prices range from $52 for dormi- 196 miles from San Jose. Availaccomodations at Arlberg able there are two double chair
Mammoth Lakes, south of lifts. T-bar and Platter pulls, tows,
to $95 at Squaw Valley, or equipment rentals, meals, and a
:fl.tinnately less for two in one jump hill. Housing accomodations,
including those for youth groups,
are in Pinecrest.
mid
-week
these
general.
In
ERRS:TVS PASS HIHIIWAY
Sundinner
with
begin
specials
AREAS
da) and termhiate Friday afterApproximately 195 miles from
noon. Included in the package
San Jose via state highway 4,
deal :ire sleeping areomodations,
Ebbetts Pitss areas Include Calau of tows and lifts, ski lessons
veras Big Trees State Park,
and breakfast and dinner meals
open for skiing on weekends and
Ion the flu n’ days. Equipment
holidays. There are no lifts or
rentais,skis, poles and boots,
at
most
day
per
tows, and tin’ slopes are suitable
:aerate $4
rates
are
teckly
for beginners. Also available are
place.. Lotter
tillable.
a toboggan slide, a recreation
sometimes an
hall and housing within three
If you haven’t the time, money in ilk -s.
or stamina for an all-out week of
Also in the Ebbetts Pass area
skirt. California resorts welcome
week -end skiers, too; in fact many is Dorrington, one mile west of
are open only week -ends and hon.- Camp Connell, with slopes for
days.
begining and intermediate skiers.
There is one tow, no instruction
Advance reservations are adoffered, but meals and rental
table.
equipment, including toboggans,
Distance from San Jose to are available. Open weekends and
Sen-a skiing areas ranges from holidays.
194 to 430 miles. Closest to San
PEDDLE:It HILL
loon are the north Lake Tahoe
Peddler Hill is 38 miles east of
and the Sonora Pass (Dodge
Ridge’ ski areas. Other northern Jackson via state highway 88, 202
and central California skiing may miles from San Jose. Tows and a
be closer to Christmas holiday T-bar pull are available, as well as
instruction, rental equipment and
destinat ion.
meals. Housing can be found in
Excluding the southern Call- Jackson. The slopes at Peddler

.-tan

Ski Boots Are
An Important
Item To Buy

w.la

h

AWAY WE GOTwo
skiers grasp and hold on the Squaw Peak
chair life on their
way up the 8900 ft. mountain.
birnits ski resorts
anti norking
north from Visalia,
here is the
tun -down on
where to go :Ind
what is to he
found there:

Hill are for skiers of beginner or
imtermerliate ability. Open weekends and holidays.

WOLVFIITON SKI BOWL
On state highway
198, 52 miles
east of Visalia
is the Wolverton
Ski howl
in Sequoia National
1"4rk. Tomtits!
295 miles from San
Jose. the slopes
here are generally
higher than
most northern spots.
This area is
open weekends and
1440’s. has four tow ropes,
inmrlicilnes equipment
rentals. skatorg
()using accomodations.
MAMMOTH
Amor., (,,i , LAKES AREA
Llir‘i. approximately
OS ,....,
"uses (rein San Jose via US.

In this area, 221 to 245 miles,
resorts
c
froni San Jose, are se sral
Including Heavenly Valley tit it)jou. where slopes are as high as
10,000 feet. Open daily, Heavenly
Valley has three double chair lifts.
tows, instruct ion, a snack -bar.
equipment rentals, and two jump
hills. Housing can he found within
three miles.

lf:(1110 sUMMIT
S. LAKE TAIIHE AREAS

Echo StimMit has three tows
and platter pull, instruction. rental I
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Many Lessons Will
Make a Better Skil

Wednesday. December 6, 1961

II

ha,

skiing can not be learaed
iiii
lesson, rather that each ie,g
helps you become is better
sk
Your first lessun should
treated as a downpayment,
an
order to protect your no.esura
you should take many more.
school is the safest, must enjuya
and fastest way to learn sk
Certified ski school instruct
might not help you be an (
standing skier, but it assures
of learning to ski safely and
ski well.

FORMAL
WEAR

OFirst in
formal wear
CAN I AFFORD these, wonders pretty Rae Hermann, as she examines a pair of skis that would be "just right" for a weekend ski
top or trip over the Christmas holiday. The I 8 -year -old sophomore commercial art major plans to ski the snowy slopes every
opportunity she can during the season. The second -year skier is
attired in stretch pants, a striped bulky knit, pullover ski sweater,

waterproof parka, after ski boots and a ski hat for warmth and
dryness. The hazel -eyed blonde, a recent football homecoming
attendant, hopes to attend school in Austria the second semester
of next school year, "take just a few units and old every afternoon."
Clothes and ski squipment were supplied through the courtesy
of Cope 8 McPhetres ski shop in San Jose.

Who Goes Skiing? Coed Does
First, who goes skiing?
By MICKEY MINTON
"I do!" declared pert hazel-eyed,
Who goes skiing? Where? How?
blonde Rae Hermann from LafaWhat’s the cost?
A typical SJS coed with the ski yette.
Then where?
bug might answer most of these
"Heavenly Valley, of course,"
questions.

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?
VI

Go anywhere in the U.S. or the World
at reduced rates!
FREE reservation service!
"Custom-Tailored" personal care!
Go now and pay later plan available!

Philip Morici
Travel Service
"Only Two Blocks from Campus"
48 North 2nd Street
Phone CYpresa 3-9244

The

Spartan
Fashion
Council
Selection
for

Holiday
Glamour

Rae says. "My parents have a
house up there. This cuts expenses,
plus I have my own ski equipment."
"Gas money and chair money
are my only expenses," Rae decided.
How does one go skiing?
"I usually go with a bunch of
ski enthusiasts. Everyone stays at
y place."
The 18-year-old skier explains
er ski desire in terms of "it’s a
isease!" Rae reported "once you
tart skiing you want to go up
every weekend."
A skier in her second year, the
5-6 miss indicated that she had
modeled professionally. "Before
skiing I water skied and was interested in art and my modeling."
"Now these things take a back
seat to skiing." the sophomore
ommercial art major explained.
How much money have you
spent on skiing so far, Rae was
asked.
After pondering the question,
she began:
Skis, about $120; booth, $50;
three pair of stretch pants at approximately $40 each; after ski
boots $20; several pair of sweat
socks, hats and gloves at various
prices, she couldn’t remember.
She explained that she can use
her ski sweaters for campus wear
also.
Whew! Did she get all this at

once? A student loan? A favorite
of a wealthy uncle? A father who
doesn’t check her banking account?
"I got my skis and poles last
Christmas," Rae explained. "The
rest I had to wait for and get gradually," she added with a merry
laugh.
Rae goes skiing every possible
weekend and "every vacation, no
question." She hopes to "go to
school in Austria near a ski resort,
take a few units and ski every afternoon the second semester of my
junior year."
Since Rae’s mind can’t be
changed about skiing and she
seems to be launching into a long
career of being anything but a
snow bunny, the fear of being hurt
might scare her?
"Nope, I’m not afraid of getting
hurt!" Rae declared. "Once I
sprained my ankle and knee and
tore some ligaments . . . couldn’t
walk for six months. I had to use
crutches for a while, but they
hurt more than without them, so
I just limped around."
"This didn’t discourage me,
though," Rae said with a determined lift of her pretty face
framed by shaggy blonde hair."
"An avalanche might just keep
me off the slopes for a while . . .
not long, though," Rae added with
a dimpled grin.

Rent, Don’t Buy Equipment
On Your Very First Outing
As a general rule it’s better to
rent equipment for your first ski
outing. Most ski areas and ski
shops rent skis, boots and poles.
You’ll also know your needs better
after a few trips. You probably
already own a sweater and a light,
windproof jacket. Inexpensive ski
pants, including the stretch vanety are a "must." Don’t, however,

Squaw Valley.What was once
the housing facilities for athletes
from throughout the world during
the 1960 Winter Olympics has been
converted into a 300-room hotel
complete with recreational and
dining facilities.
Built by the state, the dormitories have been leased from California by the Squaw Valley Improvement association. Three dormitories and a large building,
housing recreational and eating
services, make up the facilities, renamed "Olympic Village."
A large percentage of its week- I
end lodgers are bay area college
students and young married couples. A large cafeteria serves meals
three times a day. Recreational facilities include a heated swimming
pool, !lance and two lounge rooms,
both equipped with fireplaces.
Built of steel frames and wood,
the facilities were completed in
four years by the state. Each room
is equipped with a double and single bed, desk, a clothes drawer and
closet. Cost per person is $4 a day.
Planned additions for the "Village" include a coffee shop and
a family recreation and sitting

Open Ehuradey untol 5 10 p.m

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
BERKELEY
SACRAMENTO
SAN MATED PALO ALTO SAN ICS

GOLF RATES
To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

75c
SATURDAY, SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
........... _ ......
2.00
FROM I I A.M. to I P.M.
. 1.50
I P.M. to 2 P.M.
.........
AFTER 2 P.M.

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
NEAR STORY ROAD
SOUTH WHITE ROAD
4111,111111ImmINIs

"1" PROPOS(

You Must See
Our Tremendous
Selection of

.:,

FINE JEWELRY
Special Discount
to All SJSC Students

Your Christmas Gifts
Headquarters

MOM.

At night, skiers gather around
the fireplaces and trade skiing
tales with one another. A small
band provides music for dancing
id floor.
.

JULES BOZZI
The Jeweler

CY 2-9119

169 So. First

make the mistake of over dressing.
Your activity on the slope will help
keep you warm,
As a beginner, you will be glad
to know that most areas cater to
you. Generally there are separate
areas with gentle slopes away
from the shuss-boomers where you
can learn without being embarra.ssed or fractured.

SKI
HEADQUARTERS
.. in the
SANTA CLARA VALLEY
you’re

serious about skiing

Angelo serves
only the best
cuts of beef!

and want

personal equipment requirement
skis, bindings, poles, boots,
clothesplease stop in.
We know skiing ... and
specialize in helping you select

HE A

for you!

From our
new Lanz

Complete

Holiday

Visit Our

collection

Valley Fair

IN SAN JOSE

75 SOUTH 2ND
CY 4-2322

SPECIAL
FALL and WINTER

equipment that’s right

/I Downtown 161 South First

SALES RENTALS

serious attention paid to your own

$45.95

open evenings
’til Xmas

1906

gina

One -Time Winter Olympics
Facilities Now 30-Room Hotel

If

A mirrored glow of
white satin to reflect
the simplicity of styl
mg with its sparkle
touched bow and
tiered skirt.

since

SKI BUM attire is modeled by John Kosky, June ’61 graduate, in
a recent annual ski fashion show. Kosky is wearing cut-off pants
made into knickers. On top he’s clad in a jersey sweat shirt to
wear under the raincoat he is carrying. A derby hat will protect
his head as he whips down the snowy slopes. Dark glasses are
often worn to prevent sunburn and filter the glare from the glimmering snow.

1

’Lariat Room
AND THAT
AIN’T NO
BULL!

Tonight!
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5000 Red -Jacketed National Ski Patrolmen Highway 50 Offers Full Skiing Accomodations
In Four Areas on South Side of Sierra’s
Voluntarily (over America’s Snowfields
h), JOE ( ItISCIONE
streamliner. "City
In 1952 the
was snowbound

Francisco,"
of San
Summit Pass in the
in Donner
California. NaHigh Sierras of
to
iianal Ski Patrolmen, first
train, helped
reach the marooned
the 196 passengers.
la evacuate
Wisconsin, a pa.
LaCros.se,
At
anon came upon a fallen skier
lying alongside a mountain trail.
skull was fractured. If
lbe man’s
been found, he would
not
had
be
surely have frozen to death.
Thege are examples of the work
done by one of the country’s most
important but least known rescue
groups. the National Ski Patrol.
The National Ski Patrol System
by C. Minot
was conceived in 1936
broDole. a New York insurance
ker, who got the idea while recuperating from a skiing injury
England.
he incurred in New
Since that time the Ski Patrol
has made a remarkable record. It
has expanded to include some 5000
whinteers who have handled upwards of 40.000 accident cases and
have saved more than 75 lives.
The system has patrols on the
country’s 500 major slopes from
Maine to Southern California. All
work toward greater safety and
enjoyment of the sport of skiing.
The organization’s primary aim
is accident prevention. It gives insuuction and safety precautions to
the beginning skier. The offering
of this training is based on the
fact that well -taught beginners do
not often get hurt.
Members wearing the distinctive
rust -colored parkas and orangecross armbands "sweep" the trails

SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
HAIR DRYER
Hours 6 am. to 11 p.m.
NO WAITING

ED’S LAUNDROMAT
497 N. 13th

4YS
2.00
.50

.75

F CLUB

REAL
HOME
STYLE
COOKING

ROAD

ORINMERIERPRORIRS

PROPOSE’

We Block From Camp’s
MEALS
LOW AS .

HOT

Q5c

SAN JOSE CAFETERIA
89 E. San Fernando
CY 51541

11

Fts

IT’S TRUE! You can

off the regular
menu prices Monday
through Thursday every
week. Bring your student
hotly cards. Now is the
time to ..?it your friends
CY 24119

RV ART 4N D4f1 T-11

togedliir

roam

on

in.

eice Soid
ee4taurant
ORDERS

TO GO

4th & Jackson
CY 2.2713
CY

7-98311

114 TOM HEtn.t.s
by Bob Dennis and his v.ife Detta and a complete ski shop with available for 7!", twoule staying
"Highway 50, from c,aciamtento offers the best in rentals and ski rentals.
to Lake Tahoe is definitely be- equipment. tThe Dennis’s specialSKIING EDELWEISS
coming one of the major ski areas ize in Alaskan fur boots and
Climbing out of Twin Bridge-,
SHORT ON TIME?
in California," related Steve Mey- parkas.)
and reaching the plateau of Echo
ers, owner of the Echo Summit
chock, Friendly Servic
SWISS IMPORT
Summit, the Edelweiss chair lift
Area, in the Sierra Nevadas.
’This excellence also applies towers on the right hand side of I
Groceries & Meats
It has also become definite that
to our imported Swiss ski in- the road. This is the last of the I
the ski areas of California are
structor, Joe Huwler, and his ski resorts on Highway 50, but I,
Open Sundays
becoming larger every year. Squaw
crew," continued Meyers. "He is is not to be left out for it offer
Checks Cashed With Plif khaki
i , Valley, Mt. Baldy and Mt. Shasta
one of the gentlest teachers we two chair lifts that ascend to 304,,,
We Give Blue Chip Stamps
,
are some of the ski resorts that have
seen yet and he can teach and 3300 feet, a T-bar and twu
are booming.
the snowplow to the beginners and tows.
The Market Basket
I But there are also four booming
I
the latest racing techniques to
The Edelweiss lodge is the lam’,
iski resorts in the historical South
So 10th &
the experts."
est in this area besides Heasehi .
!side of the Sierra Nevadas that
(N0-,I la A117,,l1(.11),,
from
Echo
Continuing
on
down
it
I.,,
II, .,,,11,111.,,la
, are offering all the thrills and ex-r
citement that can be found in ski- Summit, the Sierra Ski Ranch
comes
into
view.
Vern
and
Bobbie
4 .
ing.
Sprock have developed this area
HEAVENLY VALLEY
into another ski resort landmark
Toys for Your Dear Brothers and Sisters
Heavenly Valley, located in Lake in Highway
50.
Tahoe on the South shore, reigns
Darlene
Sweaters & Tami‘ Skirts
They
offer
a
Poma
lift
and
four
as the largest resort on U.S. High’’A Smart Gift Anytimeway 50, and it is becoming one rope tows, with four runs that
of the largest in the U.S.. having will give any skier an enduring
BALCONS’ DEPT. STORE
three chairlifts that climb to 8150 traverse run of one mile.
Use Our Lay -Away Plan
Facilities include a lodge with
feet, and five runs with a vertical
Mon -Sat. 930.9 p.m. - Sun. to 6 p nn.
1998 Alum Rock Ate.
drop of 2600 feet that will carry a fireplace suritieck and snack bar
a skier three miles.
Yet the novice has not been left
out, for three rope tows are in
service with a gentle 1600 foot
slope.
I kindling the operations at Heavenly Valley is Chris Kuraisa, who
has built a chalet and a snack bar
at the summit for those skiers who,
need breathers to relax tired!
. muscles.
MORE WORKSi, patrol members in Squaw valley move up
the ramp to the Squaw Peak chair lift to get a man who broke
ECHO SUMMIT
his leg farther u pon the slope. The patrol has several members in
Nestling on the top of 7000 foot
the valley who voluntarily assist skiers in trouble both day and
Echo Summit is Echo Summit ski
night. Expert skiers, they are well versed in rescue tactics, and have
area which is run by Meyers and
his wife, Jeannie.
been called upon by several groups to aid in snow rescue.
Becoming one of the most popular resorts along this famed high-I
just before dark to make sure own first -aid equipment.
that all skiers are safely off the
The importance of the ski patrol way, Echo offers three rope tows
MOW.
has increased tremendously in the and a platter pull, one of the fast- !
Local patrolmen ski at one resort past few years due to the monu- est rides yet to de designed, reall winter; national patrolmen who mental increase in the number of lated Meyers.
The Platter pull and the rope
are selected for outstanding ability skiers during the past few years.
and service are on duty wherever
The United States Forest Serv- tows give the skier 3500 feet of
they go. The latter are appointed ice reports there are in this coun- skiing slope with a Dilly D’Alley
It’s sporty. its speedy Its a SPRATE .. and its yours’
by the system’s national headquar- try and Canada an estimated , run. "The Dilly was initiated last
ters in Denver.
million more who ski in areas not year," said Meyers, "and it offers
The whole program operates on accounted for by the Forest Serv- a real challenge to the experienced
All you have to do is like win!
’skier."
a voluntary basis, with members ice.
"And the lodge accommodations
Reports show most accidents occontributing their own time and
money to further the work, Their cur in the late afternoon because this year are excellent." said Meyonly material rewards are em- of fatigue from the effects of a ers, "We have a new cook, who
broidered gold, silver or purple long day. Also the snow usually has experience that includes workstars, given in recognition of men. melts during the day and by late - ing at Harrah’s South Tahoe, and
afternoon is freezing over again. our "Husld" ski shop which is run
tomous service.
Patrolmen are aware of the fact
Patrolmen receive no payment
for their services, except for free that the decrease of sunlight in
rides on lifts and tows. They must the afternoon makes it more difpay them own skiing expenses, ficult for the skier to see the small
even to the extent of buying their irregularities and depressions in
Speaking of ski equipment . . .
the snow’s surface, and are conThere are at least 90 different
stantly on the lookout for such
I
brand name skis made; 62 differAlthough handicapped by their ent ski hoot names; 31 ski bindlimited resources, the National Ski ings; 53 kinds of ski poles; 28
PACK OR BOX
RFC,.11/11, op sING
Patrol has provided the nation a brands of ski wax; 67 makes of ,
Official Entry Blanks at Spartan Book Stars
and
service unsurpassed by any other parkas; 60 kinds of ski pants;
more than 100 sweater makes.
organization.
Before hitting the slopes, ski safety
bound enthusiasts should venture
of Chesterfields or L&M’s (or, if you’re
into a few hearty exercises.
a menthol man, Oasis), tear the bottom
DRAMA MAJORS
The Spartan Daily feels that
panels of all 5 packs, tuck them in the
two such muscle tightening exerWITH THE
envelope, sign your name and mail it.
cises should be tried before lea \ METHOD
ing for the snow covered mounOr you can send substitutes (see rules).
tains.
Got it?
Good conditioning which will
Now comes the pay-off! If you pass the
help absorb the bumps on the I
Here’s the story, man. This swinging quiz you’ll receive in the mail a Grand
slopes is the deep knee bends. One
Sprite will go to some guy or gal right Prix License Plate. It’s serialized. Hang
should put his feet close together
flat on the floor, and squat down
here on campus. All other colleges are on to it, because this is it Your serial
as low as possible.
like in Outsville. Get the picture, get number may be the one the electronic
which
entails
The Duck Walk,
the odds? This is one deal you’ve got to brain selects ... that might put you like
squatting low, placing hands on
behind the wheel of that jazzy Sprite!
get in on.
hips and walking forward is reconi
First thing to do, get your hands on a Enter incessantly! The more Grand
mended for hip and leg conditim
ing.
Registration Envelope, which gives you Prix License Plates you collect, the bet-

Christmas Gifts Made Easy!

Like
%-sv Free!

tsz,

Skiers Can Choose
Several Brands

Bending, DuckWalk
AreRecommendec:1
Before Skiing

STRICTLY FOR
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

SOMEONE AT SAN JOSE STATE

WILL WINLIKE YOU?

OPEN

LATIN-AMERICAN

IMPORTS
76 W. San Antonio
San

Jose

CT 7-4976

PINATAS
(for

your parties)
-

Christmas Cards
in

G VEAWAY

Bring The Family
To The Slopes
American family cestoms are
changing each winter with Item,
families taking snow-season holidays. Some resorts have nurser
school set ups that even includ..
ski instructions for the kiddies. A
survey of ski instructors indicate.
that around six years old is a good
time to start youngsters. Skiing
is one of the few sports the entire ,
family can enjoy together for ,
years.

MONDAY,

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY
NIGHTS
TILL 9
MAKE THE FASHION SCENE AT

ROOS/ATKINS
In San Jose: First at

Santa Clara

the easy Giveaway Rules. You’ll find
Registration Envelopes everywhere
all around campus and in your local
smoke shops. Our Liggett & Myers
Campus Rep has stacks of them, too
you’ll catch him making the scene in
his Grand Prix Sprite, just like the one
you’ll maybe win.
Next, you take a little quiz. It’s printed
right on the envelope, see, it’s about
sports cars and you can do it in like 47
seconds. Then smoke 5 wonderful packs

ter your odds will be. Entries accepted
till April 1, 1962 the winner will be
announced on or about May 1, 1962; so
stay with it! Keep smoking those wonderful Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis cigarettes (or drawing those substitutes
if you want to be a square). Keep trying ! Win, man !
So go! Get started! There’s going to be
a new ’62 Sprite on campus soon and
you might as well jingle the keys to it
in !too/ jeans ... right?

CYpress 2-7262

GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX...ENTER TODAY. ENTER INCESSANTLY!

SPANISH

IES

COMPLETE SELECTION
MEXICAN & SPANISH
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

PARTY FAVORS
.1111110
I II

De La Rosa’s
Latin-American

IMPORTS
76 W.
(Near

San Antonio
Market St.?

San Jose

Electrical System
Transmission
Brake
Engine
Overhauls!!!

SAVE UP TO
3c per Gal.

78 So. 4th St.
CY 5-9868

ON MAJOR GASOLINE
WITH OUR NEW
7 BLEND PUMPS

Skis Must Be Waxed
As Weather Changes

Wednesday. December 6. 1961

"TARTAN DAILY

Fanny Packs, Portable Splints and Bota Bags
Now Available for the ’Prepared’ Skier
;
electric sk, srtcks and rim
WE SPECIALIZE IN

REPAIRING

ALL SWISS AND AMERICAN
^ WATCHES CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY

ce"

SUMS S

sandal

Shop

JEWELERS

1617 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
SAN JOSIE
IIETWEEN saysHorti ovritpass AND
NEW SAFEVYAY SUPER MARKET

07,

preparesi skiers will not be without this season.
Fanny packs, a padding of
coated camas, are for those overcautious skiers who want to be
prepared for any sudden spills The
packs belt around your waist. giving the same effect as tying a
low -fitting pillow to your waist.
They are available in white
leather-trimmed plaid or dark
blue canvas.

Noses aren’t the only things
that get cold while skiing. Skiers
who enjoy slushing about in the
snow but don’t like feet that feel
as though frost bite has set in
will he glad to know that electrically heated ski socks are now
available. The wool socks are
heated by batteries which are
COLD NOSE
The discriminating skier who carried in a case attached to your
has everything including a cold belt. The batteries are replacable.
nose will be sure to come equipped
Beginning skiers can now have
the added confidence of being presuswessemederNeellRwieflefillesdININNIr
pared for anything when they tote
FRESH DONUTS
their own splints up the mountains
with them.
Varieties
Over
BEST DONUTS IN TOWN
EASY TO APPLY
gingham cirli .2)ottoh
Manufacturer’s promise they are
CY 54668
117 S. First
. sioavomMtnew~NOWIll~~, easy to apply and comfortable.
Beginners and old hands who
MISS OTT’S
are out of condition can make
good use of a bongo board or a
dippin-disk.

1

72

Coiffures

Iffr
41t,

MISS OTT’S mow hair styles Sr. no
elegant . . . so fashionable . . no
suitable to your particular person.
ality. Haircuts, permanent
shampoos and sets ate all part of
MISS OTT’S personal service.
Color Shampoo
complete . . . . from $5.00

ski

CY5-8333

1640 W. SAN CARLOS

Neely of Free Parkins

Air caaaaiss.a

yiee
"Vte qpeatea qie

411-

71e gibleqoeti Wiwi"
?tie abe 41q9e4t:
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Christian Books
Sacred Perords
Mottoes and Pictures

reatigel el61e Sock ctore
CY 2-2353

96 So. Second Street

L._rcrriT11117thrriT1-.c.:%-rrt,’,.-Trinifnfrrl.:Yy_y
.1000P -

,

Since nine-tenths of skiing Is a
matter of balance, you can’t ski
or so they say) if you can’t bongo. The bongo board entails balancing yourself on a small platform which rolls on a log.
The dippin-disk is an indoor ski
exercise for fun or leg conditioning.
Skiers who are game for trying
out new ways of having fun on the
snow will have to look into the
snowbug. They’re not insects that
live In the snow but a wheelless
scooter which is controlled on the
snow by body balance and feet.

v

h11 I

SIDEWALK SKIS

ARROW
TAPERED TORSO

45.00

From the
"Cum Laude Collection"
--.....asessemsongme11111111111111111L

glASO(?6inccsual
fashion
naturally
Arrow sport shirts with authentic flair .
favored by the man of good taste Rich, subtle
prints on fine broadcloth... well-turned out in
the traditional button-down collar.
You’ll be proud to wear these sport shirts
from our Arrow Cum Lauds Collection.
Short sleeves $4.00 Long sleeves $5.00

PLUS Erg Green Stamps
SANTA CLARA a/ 5ECOND
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
PARK FREE
CA,

REST AT LASTSkiers relax in the lounge of Olympic Village
hoi.el in Squaw valley after a trying day.

Good Skiing Conditions
Forecast for Weekend
Clear weather and good skiing
conditions in most Northern California skiing areas have been forecast for this weekend by the California State Automobile association and the Ski Tow Operators
association.
Chains are not required on U.S.
Highway 40. and the resorts and
lodges in the Donner summit
North Lake Tahoe region have 24
inches of snow at 5800 feet and
40 inches at 6900 feet. Good skiing
and clear weather conditions for
Laing’s Ski Hill, Rainbow, PlaVada, Soda Springs, Sugar Bowl,
Donner Ski Ranch, Papoose Hill,
Olympic Ski Lift. Squaw Valley,
Powder Bowl, Alpine Meadows,
Granlibakken. and Chamberlands,
are forecast.

Sidewalk skis are available for
those who aren’t brave enough to
go to the top of a mountain let
36 INCHES
alone ski down it. The hickory
Highway 50, in the
U.S.
Along
and
42
skis and lengths of 30, 36
Echo SummitSouth Lake Tahoe
inches.
area, there are 36 inches of snow
No more having to make it at 7400 feet. Included in this area
back to the lodge for snacks. Tot. are Edehveiss, Sierra Ski Ranch,
can now carry your refreshments Phillips Pow-Wow Lodge, Echo
over your shoulder in imported Summit, and Heavenly Valley.
goatskin bola bags.
Strawberry Lodge boasts 10 inches
Skiers who need someone to tell of snow. Skiing is good, weather is
them where to go will appreciate clear, and no chains are required
along U.S. Highway 50.
the numerous ski manuals now
Sonora Pass and the Dodge
available at book counters. They
Ridge area have 11 inches of snow.
not only tell you where to go, but
The Peddler Hill area on U.S.
ON to get there and where to Highway 88 is covered with 40
inches of snow at 7000 feet. The
stay.
skiing and weather conditions
both are good. No chains are required on U.S. Highway 88.
U.S. Highways 140 and 41, running through the Yosemite Valley
area, are clear and na chains are

If your waistline is medium to slim,
you are a candidate for thts distinctive
block print Arrow sport shirt. Contour
tapered for a trim, neat fit ... in
handsome muted colorings, styled with
button-down collar and back pleat.
Sanforized labeled.

Open until 9 tonight
... and every week night
Ii ntil Christina,

Faces drop a-hen the subject of
waxing skis is brought up.
Few skiers know what to do
and when, many don’t even have
the right wax at hand.
Waxing is one of the many small
iefinernents. when done right, add
up to more enjoyable skiing. Skiers should be aware of the changing conditions in temperature and
moisture during the day.
Most new ski bottoms need wax
only in very soft, wet snow. In
cold weather use green wax; in
average conditions, red wax; in
soft, heavy or wet snow, use silver
wax.
Storing your skis is also of pri-

with a handknit wool nosewarmer.
The wooly little nose caps cats be
bought custom-made for your
very own nose.

20 So. 2nd
VJ’iJsiod

30 So. 3rd

Five New Ski Areas
Open in Colorado,
With No. 6 Following
Five new ski areas have been
opened in the Colorado Rockies this
fall.
This ski building boom increases
the number of principal operating
areas in the state to 18. Initial
Investments in the six are expected to go more than $3 million.
The principal new daily areaS
are:
1) Crested Butte. 35 miles; north
of Gunnison on State 135.
21 Peak 8, Breckenridge, 90
miles west of Denver on State 9.
30 Storm Mountain, Steamboat
Springs, 170 miles northwest of
Denver on U.S. 40.
4). Guanella Pass, 65 miles west
of Denver between Georgetown
and Grant.
50 Squaw Pass, 35 miles west
of Denver.
Also under construction is a
sixth operation on Shadow Mountain, 15 miles northeast of Granby
off US. 40

For All Your Music
Requirements Make
DE ANGELO’S
the Place to Go
PIANOS, STEREO, RECORDS
COMPLEIE SHEET MUSIC DEPT.
RAND INSTRUMENTS
Open Till 7 P M.
Monday - Thru - Saturday
Bankornericord
First National Chores,

Ac 4n9eiO4
"tat
1518 E. SANTA CLARA
CL 1-2446

To avoid corrosion, clean you]
skis and oil the edges and other
metal parts. Always strap ski liot
toms together, place a block be
tween bindings, and store perfectl
upright, in a enoi. city place.
Come See, You’ll Enjoy
THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS
IN SAN JOSE
Nobody, But Nobody
Can Make TAMALES
TACOS & ENCHILADAS
Like the Chefs at

EL MICHOACAN

DEPEND UPON
US FOR ALL
YOUR BEAUTY
NEEDS!

’say mich’o.con"

DRIVE-IN
,7ree 2111ftierly

Complete Drug Store
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS

required. The Badger Pass region
Is surrounded by 40 inches of
snow. Also, clear weather is forecast for the week.
No chains are requirni
Nevada Highway 27. and there i,
24 inches of snow at 7500 feet
there. Again, the weather is clear.
NO CHAINS
Weather conditions in the Mt.
ShastaSiskiyou area are not so
optimistic, however. At presstime,
possible showers were forecast for
the week.
In the Crestview area, along
U.S. Highway 395. 22 inches of
snow had fallen. Good weather
and skiing was predicted.
Feather River and Yuba Pass
Summit areas, covered by approximately 18 inches of snow at
6200 feet, will have clear weather,
also. No chains are required on
U.S. Highway 89, and, so. PlumasEureka Ski Bowl and Yuba Ski
Bowl will both be easily accessible.
Sixty-two inches of snow cover
the south boundary of Lasser
Park Ski Area, and Lassen Loop
has been closed

STAR PHARMACY
888 E. Santa Clara
CY 3-3575
San Jose

Squaw Valley is ti,t going to
stop growing. According to the
State Forestry department the
state is going to have a larger
winter sports program in the
future.
Probably the greatest development that will take place will be
in the Siberian Bowl region. Several tows plus a chair lift to the
top of Watson Momument are in
planning. Also in this area, a
skier shelter is to be built.
In the valley proper. faster and
newer tows will be constructed
An "express chair lift" will be installed to eliminate the botthnecks that develop during ill.
rushes. These will be built by the
state and operated by their Ir
censer! concessionares.

Orders -to -Go
Special Dining Room
CY 5-9585
CL 1-9975
2460 Alum Rock Ave

THE DIAMOND SHOWCASE
"The Biggest Little Jewelery Store in San Jose’

157 South First Street
CY 2-8697
Compare our
prices before
you buy. We
keep our
cost of doing
business down
and pass the
savings on
to you.

Invites you
to inspect
our fine
selection
In name
brand diamonds
and watches.

WATCHES by Longines, Bulova,
Witnauer, Medana & Mido.
DIAMONDS by Keepsake
ANSON Men’s Jewelery
GUARANTEED WATCH & JEWELRY REPAIR BY
FINE EUROPEAN TRAINED CRAFTSMAN

Winter Sports
Development
In Squaw Valley

OA.%)

mat), intpol lance in good ,.kung,
Check your skis after each trip fot
loose screws, damage to the run.
fling surface, and condition and ad.
justment of bindings.

SAVE
c per
2.c& 40 gal.
100+ Octane Ethyl
92+ Octane Reg.
Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X -I00, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38¢
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
cian 5109:
Castrol
qt. ct.
100% Eastern Bulk
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
$1.29
Cigarettes
package 22¢

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

10th & Taylor

6th & Keys

DIAMONDS WORTHY OF PRIDE AND ASSURANCE
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oliday Snow Tours

During Christmas week the
agency is offering a two-day mountain stay at Tahoe city, three miles
from Squaw Valley, for $14. This
cities not include transportation.
During the winter weekends and
Easter vacation, the agency offers
snow trips for $25 with transportation by bus included.
A bus to Tahoe city leaves Palo
Alto, Sun Francisco and Oakland
each Friday at 5:30 p.m. and returns each Sunday at 11 p.m.
Students planning to attend a
ski tour are required to make reservations at least a week in advance and are asked to deposit $10
per person at this time.

the urge to
and bask in
.m. mountains
daring holidays, Sierra
1,,tas, an agency with repre,es on campus, is offering
11.slations, meals and entert, students interested.
agency Ls represented by
Langfortl, CY 7-0937; CarWeiisling, AN 9-4810; and
ag Ile141111111, CY 2-6329,
at SilS.

SIG AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
men over 21: $78
aursen and married or a net at $6$
yss $13 dividend, per cent dividend).
17
current
pied on
$252 less $43
single men under of25:$209.
net
daidend or aBodily
u r y Liability:
ni
I
$10/20.000
and $500
VW Property Damagecoverages
at
Other
gala Payments
can be
Payments
savings.
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year
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or four times
made once twice
for full information to
CO or write
5E6 Maple Avenue,
Campbell,
M.
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SPANISH FOODS
LARGE SANQUET ROOM
FOODS TO GO

pan;ag.
Vitt

It
93 Willow St.

CY S-1584

DR. STANLEY TOM
OPTOMETRIST

h:$ -Go

CONTACT LENSES
CY 2-8821

ng Room
CL 1-9975
lock Ave.

Scientific Eye
Examination
Modern Frame Styling
Glasses Repaired
Free Parking
Any Public Lot
Easy Credit Terms

ASE
257 SOUTH FIRST, SAN JOSE
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LAST SHOWING TONIGHT
Moliere’s

The Imaginary Invalid
A Speech and Drama Production
Through 9

Runs and Dec. 1 and 2 Dec. 6

Box Office: 5th at San Fernando
Open 1. 5 Daily
I.
AIR BY
IAN

$1.00 General
College Theatre

50c SJSC Students
Curtain 8:15 p.m.
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TYPEWRITER

* RENTALS *
Electrics Portables Standards
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Fully Guaranteed
Rent to Own
No Deposit
Free Exchange

LOW STUDENT RATES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

124 E. San Fernando St.
Nod to Cal Book Store

CYpress 3-5283
Free Delivery

FREE PARKING

issowemmna

SPECIAL
SALE
Nov. 21st to Dec. 21st

Sparta

""

O’ROttrid

By MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor

4I11,1111.4:.

HAWAII

Seetours International

*
*
*
QUESTION OF THE WEEKHow some female skiers manage
to come down off the slopes looking for all the world as if they had just
stepped off a magazine cover.
*
*
*
There’s a lot of fashion-on-skis hereabouts. The big status symbol
seems to be sweaters. The trend is away from the conventional black
and white to the new colors of yellow, coral, magenta, purple and
gold. They look wonderfully exciting against the snow and very eyecatching in the lodge. Pure wool, handsomely patterned imports from
Austria, Italy, Switzerland, Germany and Scandinavia are among the
more attractive variety.
*
*
*
We spotted many children and babies making the trek here with
Moms and Dads. The tiny ones are quite a sight all zipped up in their
insulated snow suits. They look more like bundles of laundry until you
get a glimpse of wiggling fingers and cherry red noses.
*
*
*
The rage in women’s caps are those adorable fluffy "babuska"
type items which come in loud colors to match sweaters and furry
boots. They cover the ears and go a long way in proving that you can
keep your hair in place, be warm and look good, all at the same
time.
*
*
*
Comes time to go and it’s difficult to leave this picturesque curlier and Ives wonderland. Every scene is so picture postcard perfect,
you’re certain the overall effect is forever imprinted in your mind.
Snapshots and souvenirs will help relive these memories and as you
check out of your room and turn thoughts toward home, there’s more
than a glimmer of hope you’ll return soon.

’CNC

JCZ71
11:017 Slitnetz

Az OVOSe,av
NO, PETER! HE’S
JUST AN’ IMITATION
--THE REAL ONE
.JUST WENT INSIDE!

1595

And Best Wishes For A
Happy New Year!
Spartan Rental will he open throughout the
holiday season. Make your Christmas brighter
and your New Year happier lw securing reservations for your apartment for the spring semester now.
We offer furnished, modern apartments for
students over or under 21. Convenient locations
near campus still available. Come in and make
your reservations before von go home.

$3995

FOUR
Plus Federal Tau

TREES

EL FARO TACO BAR

NU TREAD

:41 in a

OU

PARTY TROUBLES SOLVED!

600 13
560/15
650 13
750 14
600/16
640/14
670/15

SET OF
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Ever tried Sk 1114i; iii CilfIVLIS? 11,A. at Mc
The) It..
110111).
"IA WI iii,,1
iti nail 1.4
just slip on your hoots and night Friday, wake id the "crack I ret urn to San June -arly Ssmr1.1t.
skis and fly down a slanted can- of dawn" Saturday morning, and afternoon
vas-covered surface to "get the ski all day, according to the
*41.44.4upgussgt
feel" of skiing.
publicity chairman.
COME 8 SEE
Interested students may attend
Saturday evening is spent I
OUR GIANT SELECTION
the next meeting of the SJS Ski ing, singing, playing cards or e
club in the boxing room of the studying. Sunday finds the skii
CHRISTMAS
men’s gym Dec. 12 at 7:30 p.m.
on the slopes early again. pull .r
At that time the club will sponsor its annual dry ski school for
Absolutely the
beginning skiers who plan to at- largest selectson
SILVER TIPS
tend its weekend ski trips during of dowers in
WHITE FIR
San
lose!
the next three months.
TABLE TOPS
They
know
Approximately 20 students will
their
One Free Round of
actually go through the dry run.
business from
.
Golf with Each Tree
according to Karen Condon, pubtop III bottom
*
.
*
*
*
Purchased
licity chairman. However, other and ad uay around.
.
The luxurious, privately owned anti operated Squaw Valley Lodge students may learn the basics of
YOU CAN DEPEND ON
has gone all out to lure the whole family to its deluxe premises. skiing by observing. Participants
:JOSIE’S MINIATURii
ONISHI FLORIST
Rooms are replete with private bath, telephone, television, wall-to-wall need not be club members.
..
SAN JOSE’S FINEST
GOLF
*
41
carpting, tub-showers and complete room service, For the more budget
TRIP SIGINUPS
FLOWER SHOP
*
382 E. Santa Clara
conscious, there are less fancy, but still comfortable rooms available.
*
Signups for the first ski trip to
175 Taylor
CT 15.1130
*
1*
As for entertainment, the lodge features dancing every night, parties, Heavenly Valley on Jan. 12-14 will
sleigh rides, guest slaloms and special activities for youngsters on be taken at the club’s meeting
weekends.
Jan. 9 in T1155. Cost of the trip
is $18.50 for Ski club members
*
*
*
Just Give Us a Call
Orders to Go
The three main hotels located in the midst of Olympia. Village and $20.50 for non-members.
Lodging Friday and Saturday
have a host of restaurants with complete food service from 8 a.m. to
TAMALES
ENCHILADAS
TACOS
10 p.m. A family of six sitting across from us in one of the cafeterias nights, breakfast Saturday and
THE PIINEST SPANISH F0’305
informed us that the most economical method is to pack your own Sunday, dinner Saturday and bus
lunch as prices here are higher than average. The same family pro- transportation are included in the
ceeded to unpack an appetizing luneh consisting of French bread, costs. The bus will leave San Jose
674 N. 13th
CY 4-7468
fried chicken, tuslansi, cheese and a couple of thermoses of hot at 6:30 p.m. Friday and return at
10:30 p.m. Sunday, according to
chm.olate.
Miss Condon.
*
*
*
The second weekend trip will be
The old adage, "An ounce of prevention, etc." would do for skier); to Badger Puss in Yosemite on
prone to leave equipment unattended. With the recent rush of ski Feb. 23-25. Cost, which includes
swipers, ski and pole owners are urged to use the ski lockers. For 25 all expenses except meals, is $13
cents, you can buy yourself cheap and easy protection and save your- for members and $15, non-memself the grief of returning home sans skis.
bers.
CLUB SKI RACES
*
*
*
CILUITLit
Races will be slated at the club’s
Tickets are going fast for the all new Ire Capades which opens
final trip to Soda Springs, March
Dec. 20 at Blythe Memorial Arena here in the Village. Playing four
ONLY
9711. Only students who were
performances at the same location where the 1960 Olympic skating
in the club before Christmas
competition took place, the show has drawn rave notices from critics
$14420 TAX INCLUDILD
are eligible for the races, accordacross the nation.
ing to Miss Condon. Memberships
*
*
*
may be taken out in TH16 for $5,
FULL ROUND TRIP
The large, impressive looking Press Theater building has been the cost of annual dues.
converted into a recreational hall with but a small portion still reRacing events will be divided
Leave: Dec. 16th or 19th
served and used by the press. The building still echoes with the into men’s and women’s classes,
Return: Dec. 27th or 30th
clamor and clang of two winters ago when scores of telephones. men’s and women’s cross country
First Come, First Serve
teletypes and typewriters recorded the 1960 Olympic games. At that races, beginning, intermediate and
time, correspondents from around the world gathered to report to advanced slalom, and an open race.
Call Now
their countries the Olympic highlights.
MIDNIGHT ARRIVAL
CY 4.
Bedding is provided on all trips
*
*
*
493 K. Santa Clara
except the Soda Springs jaunt.
7346
Over at the Olympic Village hotel they’re still talking about the Participants in that trip must take
San Jose
bridegroom who was left in the lurch last week by his bride of a few sleeping bags, Miss Condon said.
hours. All just after he had given her $600 to keep for him. The groom
On a typical trip, the skiers arreportedly told authorities he didn’t want his money backhe’d just
be happy with an annulment.

Goodyear Custom Tubeless

ber that

8, 1981

No Club To Sponsor Annual Dry Run School
On Slanted Canvas ’To Get the Sport’s Feel’

SQUAW VALLEYYou’re not here long before you realize this
is quite a heavenly mecca for skiers. Since skiing is the principal
activity, skiers are catered to almost something akin to visiting
V.I.P.’s. From dawn to dusk they trek into world renowned Olympic
Village where all the conveniences of home and then some are provided them. For the non-skiers, there’s ice skating in the spurious hockey
arena, swimming (in a heated pool) or tobagganing. To those not
athletically inclined in the least, we highly recommend the warm and
cozy lounges. Each lodge has at least one lounge where you can relax
over a hot cup of coffee and dry off from the slush anti rain at the
same time.
One can overhear wonderfully delicious bits of information or
just plain gossip while resting in front of a blazing fireplace. Of
course, one can overhear bits of conversation anywhere, but with the
weather outside not especially inviting, this can be an entertaining and
informative way to spend a wintry afternoon.

TIRES
naslrirr

December

f0.1,1

with

Recappable Tire

Plus $1.00 for Each Whitewall

RUBIO’S SUPER
SHELL
4th & San Fernando

!walks

Spartan Rental Service

IMITATION IS THE FINEST FORM OF FLATTIEM BUT ALWAYS
KWARE CF IMITATIONSRAT Al THE ONE AND ONLY--

485 So. 9th

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE

CV 7-8877

1415 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE
FARMER’S MARKET, SAN MATEO
1301 EL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE
1618 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA

From the S.J.S. Living Centers

Wendy Glen
I & II

Catholic
Women’s
Center

Royce
Hall

Hoover
Hall
Coral
Manor
Ivy Hall
Halls of
Ivy

Magnolia
Manor

Lad Manor

Tranquil
Manor

Pink Tub
Association
Century
Hall

The
Wilsons

Washburn
Hall

Erin Castle

Di Bari
House

Merri-Lee
Hall

Florence
Hall

Marimur
Hall

Sycamore
Hall
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’Miss

X’ Suspension

Petitions to Oxford Professors
By Students Reap No Comment I
FERGUSON
B s HARRY
LONDON UPI) Most Amerithought Oxford was a
cans always
by
university attended exclusively
,ung men who wore funny hats,
time on the despent most of the
occacension of Latin nouns and
uonally engaged Cambridge in a
het race.
Now it develops that girls go to
dord, too, and that brings us to
:e case of "Miss X," whose fate
.s Britain in an uproar. She is
Ox.
known as "Miss X" because
,td chivalry called for the with.
ding of her name. Well, it seems
at "Miss X" and a "Mr. Y" got
1.Ight after hours in the room ocpied by the lady. The testimony
as to the effect that they were
t engaged in the perusal of Latin
mars.
The penalties were swift. "Miss
got kicked out of Oxford and
Mr. Y" was rusticated. True are
he words of the philosopher who
said its the woman who always
pays, because when you are
toted you are only suspended for
’AU weeks.
STUDENTS RETALIATE
This flouting of the legal prin.
epic of equal guilt equal punish.
melt brought quick retaliation.
When Oxford undergraduates lose
their tempers, they sign and circulate petitions. Here is a box score
en the current petitions:
Condemnation of the "vicious
moral judgment" passed by the
uni,.ersity authorities on "Miss X"
- 500 signers.

Approval of the "swiftness and
discretion" with which the authorities acted- 21 signers.
Students who get caught in such
situations should be expelled for
"lack of intelligence"- one signer.
A demand that keys should be
provided for all student rooms.
four signers.
Much to the surprise of the Oxford undergraduates nothing happened. The petitions became rulL
pled and thumb-marked, "Miss N
still was Miss Ex and "Mr. Y" as.
placidly looking forward to the end
of his rustication.
TAKE STERNER MEASUREs
A group of students led by MiLydia Howard adn Miss Rose Dui
dale decided to take sterner measures, They would demand a "sex
charter" from the dons. An Oxford
don is a school teacher who never
has to worry about whether his
pants are pressed because he goes
around wearing a black robe.

-0-sej

Ivy League Crewcuts

Flattops

LOOK SHARP

.

.

.

Kl..I..1’ TRIM

318 S. TENTH STREET
ACROSS FROM ALLEN HALL
w

bn and 414
BARBER SHOP
Phone CY 3-9955
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"Carols and hymns that are sung
n the classroom as part of the instructional program do not const
religious practice. However,
--ectarian carols and hymns may
,f he emphasized in a sectarian or
.r...erdGewer.r.e.drdr.4.4.
(lenominational setting."

I HOUSE

OF RECORDS
This Week Only

SALE

FANTASTIC SAVINGS!
MONO -STEREO
389

REG
5 98
NOW

2’9

WESTMINSTER
REG. 6.98, 4.98; ALL

HANDELS MESSIAH
LONDON PHIL. Mono & Stereo, 4 records.
REG 12 60 COMPLETE
Now

Archives

--Complain Cell.

UP to 80%
ON

THE

28

REG.
4.18
NOW

6"

Rog. 5.98, NOW

4.79

OFF

BARGAIN

TABLE

RCA - COL. - ANGEL - VOX
REG $3,98
to $5.98

said that all children could
sing nonsectarian songs such as
"White Christmas," "Jingle Bells,"
or "Santa Claus is Coming to
LAICaS

Town."
He added that religious songs
such as "Silent Night" could also
he sung if the children wanted
them and no child was forced to
sing them against his will.

PRE -CHRISTMAS

RCA, VERVE
or LONDON

. Some of these people have
"
ridicated that the use of sectarian
-irols and hymns as a part of a
pecific program in observance of
specific holiday have religious
,nificance, constitutes religious
:’act ice," he said.

,
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San Mateo
’Carol Ban’
Not Absolute

REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (UPI)
The superintendent of eight San
Mateo County schools said Monday he has not banned outright the
singing of religious Christmas
carols in his schools, but asked for
The sex charter made these de- care in their presentation.
mands on the dons: it undergradState law and school policy dicuates’ private sexual behavior
tate that no religious doctrine can
should be their own responsibility,
(21 no punishment for "disregard be taught in any public school, said
of conventional morality," (31 pun- Frederick E. Lucas, superintendent
ishment only if undergraduates of the Laguna Salads Union School
"seriously damage" Oxford’s moral District.
reputation. The dons have the char"For this reason, teachers are
ter demand under consideration.
reminded each year in San Mateo
Meantime, things are okay over
County to use care in presenting
at Cambridge. The Cambridge
songs and concepts at Christmas
Union Society has been all male for
time." Lucas said. "Many people
146 years. The other day Miss Jenni
believe in a strict separation of
Daiches, a damning 20-year-old bruehurch and state."

Jeeseeser...eyezeoe-

"etifeaeer

not to, demanded the right to appear before the union and make a
speech. Did they expel her? No.
Did they rusticate her? No. They
let her talk like this: "In this university we perpetuate the unhappy
maxim that men are more equal
than women." Smart boys at Cambridge. When she finished, they
applauded.

-Showing respect for everyone’s
religion exemplifies the American
belief in freedom of religion and
the right to worship in the faith
of his choice," Lucas said.
"The Laguna Salads Union
School District subscribes to the
practice of being hospitable to all
religious faiths and partial to
none," he said. "All students are to
be made to feel that their religious
beliefs are correct for them so that
they will be at ease and comfortable with their religious creed."

UPl )--/ad-truid students at U.S. colleges chatted merrily along today in the
newest crazetelephone talkathons,
With only one dime as their expense’s.
students babbled on in relays at Western
Michigan university, the University of
Michigan. Michigan State, Texas Tech
and San Diego State.
The goal was to set records in unbroken telephone talking. The reason
was not clear. The technique was simple:
a local call started with one dime and
kept going by efficient relays of students
at each end of the line. No long distance
calls were involved. The fad, started at
the University of Illinois with a 120-hour
mark Nov. 22, bears a strong resemblance to the goldfish swallowing
crane of the 1930s. Except that pearls of
wisdom come out instead of fish going
down.

DETROIT UPI I The United
Auto Workers union plans to fight
any effort to "unconditionally" readmit the Teamsters Union to the
AFL-CIO, Emil Mazey, SecretaryTreasurer of the UAW said Monday night.
At the AFL-CIO convention
opening Thursday in Miami Beach,
Mazey said, however, that the
UAW would favor creating a committee to determine whether the
teamsters now are "clean enough"
to be readmitted. The teamsters
were expelled in 1957.
But James Hoffa, president of
the teamsters, said in Miami Beach
Monday night that he voottlri art

CORNER

RECORDS
OF THIRD

AND SAN FERNANDO
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
1030 A.M. to 930 P.M.
*Inallalinialignia

By then. he estimated that they %wild
have talked continuously for 504 hours.
Texas Tech, which plans to talk until
Dec. 22 for a 432-hour mark had two
talkathons going. But the students at
Michigan State worked under a handicap
because of a three-term system in which
final exams start Monday

against some AFL-CIO unions unless the teamsters are readmitted
to the federation within the next
12 months.
Mazey said the UAW would oppose establishment of an AFL-CIO
truck drivers union to rival Hoffa’s
union because "there Is enough division already in the labor movement."
A move to set up a rival union to
Hoffa’s huge international has been
proposed by James Carey of the
Electrical Workers and Joseph
Beirne of the communications
workers. Both arc members of the
Arf.-CTO roost-of U o rouneil

ii was hard to uncover a basic reason
for the new fad, but a San Diego State
freshman, Emilee White, 18, gave a hint.
-Some of the girls have gotten dates
this way," she said.
Most of the calls base been placed
Irorn it dormitory housing one sex to a
dormitory housing the opposite sex. The
eons ersat ion covers everything from
dating to 20 questions and may even include something about studies.
The Michigan Bell Telephone comp,
which is plagued with most of the no, s,
kept a wary eye on the hot wires, hut
noted that no trouble involving equipnen, or emergency calls had developed.
"If it does we have a regulatory tarit f
ha t covers misuse of telephone set’si

U.S. Looks for Support
From African Countries
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. UPI I
---The United Statese looked to African countries yesterdpy for support in its move to block the seating of Communist China in the
United Nations this year.
Initial reaction from neutral
countries, voiced in the :;eneral
Assembly Monday by Sweden and
Ceylon. was against the U.S. plan
to have the China representation
issue declared an "important question," requiring a two-thirds majority vote for decision.
Only a simple majority was re C,, havo the issue declared

Communist Hungary Still Shaky
Needs Continued Aid of Military
I move by Hungary’s Red regime to
By DONALD JOHNSTON
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (UPI) I improve relations with the -United
The Communist regime of Hun- I States.
Hungarian Deputy Premier Gygary still is so shaky five years
after the revolt of Budapest that it ula Kenai told newsmen in Buds needs the continued support of So- pest Monday that his government
viet troops to stay in power, ac- is ready to talk about Jozsef Cardicording to Sir Leslie Munro of New nal Mindsmenty as part of any negotiations with Washington.
Zealand.
OBTAINS ASYLUM
Munro, special United Nations
Mindszenty took refuge in the
representative on Hungary, made
the statement in a report he sub- U.S. Embassy in Budapest when
mitted Monday to the General As- the anti-Communist revolt of 1956
sembly in preparation for a forth- collapsed. He has been there ever
since. Hungarian police maintain a
coming debate on the issue.
Coincident with the report was a constant watch, ready to seize him
should he try to leave the building.
Munro said the attitude of the
Hungarian and Soviet governments
toward the United Nationsand
toward the Hungarian peopleis
one of absolute defiance.
He said the Budapest regime has
H refused to let him into the country
as a U.N. representative and the
LOS ANGELES (UPDA $24,- Soviet Union has refused to with 692 damage suit was pending today draw its troops in compliance with
against the Planned Parenthood a General Assembly demand.
federation. Parke Davis and co. "There is still no rule of law in
and an obstetrician on the grounds Hungary, nor are the Hungarian
an oral contraceptive failed to people permitted to exercise the
work.
right of sell -government." Munn,
Robert and Mary Christie said.
brought the superior court action
RESORT TO REPRESSION
Monday seeking money for the cost
Munro reported that during the
of having a baby girl six months past year Hungarian authorities
ago as well as her food and care have reverted "with persistence"
until she is 21.
toward policies and practices of the
The couple claimed they partici- type that stirred tip the 1956 revolt.
pated in a control group to test
He said they have put on presNorlutin, a Parke Davis co. con- sure for higher industrial productraceptive pill, and were told the tion, forced collectivization of agritablet was "100 per cent effective culture and instituted a hard -hit in preventing conception."
The Christies accused Dr. G. P7
Griggs of Pasadena and the federation of being "negligent" in instructing Mrs. Christie how to use
the pill and Parke Davis co. with
breach of warranty.

an impqualified estimates before the debate
began were that the U.S. move
was sure of 56 votes- -four more
than the miniature This, obviously,
would also block
two-thirds vote
to seat the Peipir egime.
i Russia had a r( ,olution before
the assembly calling for the immediate ouster of the -Chiang kalShek clique" of Nationalist China
and its replacement by a Chinese
Communist delegation.
Nigeria. Liberia and Czechoslovakia were listed to speak at the
assembly’s morning meeting.
Ambassador Gunapala Piyasena
Malalasekera of Ceylon Monday

ting "atheistic" propaganda campaign.
He said there have been mass
arrests of clergymen and laymen
engaged in church activities in a
determined effort to break religious resistance to the regime.

Experiment Brings
$24,692 Law Suit
Against Federatio

ceused
nitedthe
Stdt"
og
war the
against
Chinese "ag
peoHe" and of forging a Western Iron
’ertain against China in refusing
U.N. seal to the Peiping regime.
"My delegation thinks that the
%%all of hat red orotund China cannot
help the security of America." Malalasekera said. "This is the missile
age. This assembly is no’,’. trying to
. hold down the dissemination of nuclear weapons e entually. But if
: it were in the United Nations, we
might be able ti’
eft’."
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Western Michigan. Kalamazoo, led the
yakking pact with close to 200 hours to
its credit. And a spokesman for the
speakers said his boys and girls would go
on valiantly until Dec. 15 --when Christmas vacation begins.
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DAR Doesn’t Faze Jackie; Orders Cards
--- rtt
,kS111.,
Kennedy has ordered about 100 ot the (wort,versial Christmas cards put out by the United
Nations International Children’s Emergency
Fund UNICEF.
The Daughters of the American Revolution
has called the UNICEF cards "devoid of the
spirit of Christmas" and said they remove
"Christ from Christmas."
The first lady’s press secretary, Pamela
Turmas.. said Monday Mrs. Kennedy ordered
the UNICEF cards last weekend for her personal Christmas notes.
The President’s wife selected a eroup of
cards entitled "A Children’s World" and designed by Andrew Francois of France. The
cards show colorful scenes of children from all
over the world.

Mrs. Kennedy has "always been ititereshst in the work of UNICEF
and this is another way 01 expressing her interest."
A New York radio station WCBS broadcast
an editorial this morning criticizing the DAR
for its stand and accusing the organization of
"misstating the case" of UNICEF on numerous
occasions to make it appear that Communist
nations benefit richly from its work.
Actually, the station said, legs than three
per cent of UNICEF funds have gone to Communist nations for food and clothing for needy
children.
"The hope of WCBS is that DAR members
will restrict their zeal to. marking historic
sites," the editorial said. "Their pronouncements would make Revolutionary War patriots
like Thomas Paine spin in their graves."

Eichmann Decision Near; Verdict
To Be Read by 3 Judge Court
By ELIAV I4IMON
JERUSALEM I UPI) - A threejudge Israeli court will reconvene
early in December to deliver its
verdict in the case of Adolph Eichmann, charged with crimes against
the Jewish people and against humanity for the atrocities of Nazi
Germany.
It is expected to take three days
for the judges, reading in relays, to
present their decision on each of
the 15 counts against the former
Gestapo officer. Twelve counts
early a poirsible death penalty on
,smviction.
Through the reading, Eichmann,
who was for 15 years a fugitive,

Pearl Harbor Attack in 1941
Not Expected By Washington
I lent kkm,Ft%tII, through hodien
Japanese code messages, had
learned the night before that the
Japanese were preparing to break
off diplomatic relations at 1 p.m.
EST on that fateful Sunday 20
years ago. They expected warbut
likely at Guam or the Philippines, not at Pearl Harbor.
Imore
As for the rest of Washington, it
was no more prepared for the sudden shock of the news than Bangor
or Bloomington or Butte.

ts %%.sattt
irUFFEE
WASHINGT()
CPI)The nation’s Capitol. %%loch might have
expected the Pearl Harbor attack
it anybody could have, didn’t.
Top military officials and Presi-
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heL;,di here like any other cold,
clear early winter Sunday. The
usual people took the kiddies to
Sunday School and went to church;
the usual people slept late.
MESSAGE CLUE
But at the Navy department,
Adm. Harold R. Stark, chief of
naval operations, and Rear Adm.
Richmond K. Turner, chief of war
plans, huddled after breakfast over
the decoded Japanese message
which called for a break in diplomatic relations.
The note was to be delivered at
1 p.m. EST to Secretary of State
Cordell Hull at an unusual meeting
with Japanese Ambassador Kichisaburo Nomura and special envoy
Saburo Kurusu. That would be 7:30
am. at Pearl Harbor. The attack
began at 7:55 a.m. there.
The military conferences continued as the morning wore on.
with naval intelligence chiefs suggesting that Stark telephone Adm.
Husband E. Kimmel, Pacific Fleet
commander at Pearl Harbor, with

MONTGOMERY WARD
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a special warning. Stark temporarily held off, pending conferences
with the Army, which was technically responsible for defending the
Hawaiian islands.
No one apparently believed the
Japanese would dare attack there.
Gen. George C. Marshall, army
chief of staff, returned from his
Sunday morning horseback ride at
11:30 a.m. EST, read the decoded
message, and agreed that Pearl
Harbor and Manila should be
alerted at once.
ARMY-NAVY SNAFU
But there was brief Army-Navy
hassling over how, and then followed a military communications
jam-up. Finally, the message was
filed through commercial channels
at 12:01 p.m. EST. It reached
Honolulu quickly but more delays
followed there. The attack was already under way. The message
didn’t reach Lt. Gen, Walter C.
Short, the Hawaiian army commander, until 2:58 p.m. Honolulu
time, seven hours after the sneak
attack began.
The first news bulletins at 1:26
p.m. EST hit Washington with the
same shock impact as every other
American city.
The streets by then were bustling with servicemen on weekend
leave and 27,000 persons were
crowded into Griffith Stadium to
see the Washington Redskins play
the Philadelphia Eagles in the last
professional football game of the
year. (The Redskins won 20-14 but
by then it didn’t seem so important.)
The news was never announced
at the stadium but by halftime the
big crowd knew something was
wrong. Call after call boomed over
the loud speaker system for government officials, military officers
and newspapermen to report to
their offices immediately.
REINFORCEMENTS
District of Columbia Police Chief
Edward J. Kelly was called from
the football game to the White
House and asked to provide immediate police reinforcements. Stately
Lincoln Memorial became a machine gun nest. Army troops also
took up guard at the Capitol and
on the Potomac River bridges. A
partial blackout of the city was ordered.
Extra police guards were set up
at the Japanese, German and Italian embassies.
The Japanese began hurriedly
burning their diplomatic papers in
the yard behind the embassy. The
FBI began quietly rounding up
Japanese in Washington.
Knots of people clustered around
every radio--in homes, stores, automobiles. The broadcasts bristled
with terse calls for servicemen to
return to their posts.
President Roosevelt had called
an emergency meeting of the Cabinet and congressional leaders for
the early evening. Police cleared
the sidewalks in front of the White
House.
The nation wasn’t officially at
war until the next day, when Congress voted the formal declaration
after Roosevelt’s "day of infamy"
speech.

HOURS:
4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

figure flattery. 8-18. 6.98

he smile
will be seated
bullet-proof glass box he occupied
during five months of trial sessions
which ended Aug. 15.
Because of the unusual conditions of this extraordinary trial, a
small group of men and women
will learn the verdict in advance
of the defendant. The translators,
charged with rendering the 250page decision into English, French,
Spanish and German before the
court meets, will be held under
heavy police guard in a local hotel
for the several days required to
complete their work.
MAJORITY VOTE
Eichmann will be returned to
his cell in the improvised Jerusalem court building from Jalami
prison near Haifa.
The court decision will be by
majority vote of the three judges
on each of the ’15 counts; each
count will be reviewed and the verdict announced separately, with a
dissenting judge making any explanation of his decision he desires.
Possible verdicts include acquittal on all counts; a guilty verdict
on a lesser count, which might
carry a possible maximum sentence of 20 years imprisonment;
or a guilty verdict on one or more
gnajor counts, which could result in
a sentence to death.
In event of acquittal, the attorney general and chief prosecutor,
Gideon Hausner, may ask a retrial.
If his request is granted, Eichmann would be free, hut forced to
remain in Israel, until it begins.
He may ask for, and will receive,
police protection, according to
Deputy State’s Attorney Gideon
Hasid.
If the verdict is guilty, Hausner
is expected to request the death
penalty. Eichmann’s attorney, Dr.
Robert
Servatius,
presumably
would reply with a plea for mercy
and may ask to call new witnesses
or offer evidence in ml ha

Sentence probably would be
handed down a day after completion of the defense plea.
Eichmann has a right of appeal
to a five-man panel of Supreme
Court Judges.
Most Israelies believe Eichmann
will be sentenced to death by
hanging. No such penalty has been
carried out since the establishment
of the state in. 1954; it does not
exist except for treason or collaboration with the Nazis, and there
is no hangman in Israel.
Hasid said the executioner, if
needed, probably would be brought
from abroad and his identity kept
secret. He said letters have been
received from persons volunteering
for the job. The last came from a

man
HowilleRvehrt.4tiheseiatZeni’dsn..)tthe
diet and sentence will seem
anti-climax to many Israelis,
believey
theb trialiiagalg
h
theitselfs hervo rro
purposeserved
the Nazi period to the wi
viewThe prosecution sought to
/
Eichmann was the master.
behind Nazi policy to destroy
Jews. The defense attempts
prove he was merely "a tram
teflon officer," a 111711111 utty, jr

ma:Nbtint emrYat(Ateicth
.leawh,lit happen

fEamichimiyawnna.s" aslaaiudghateum,,domairat Asti

wits, "nothing can ever Rs(
what they did to us."

Quick Labor Action Ordered
For Government Workers
WASHINGTON (UPI) President Kennedy has ordered prompt
action to adopt ’an administration
task force’s proposed policy for
unionization of government workers.
In a statement accompanying issuance of the task force’s report
Monday. Kennedy said the recommendations "will provide an effective system" for improving labor
management relations between the
government and its 2.3 Million civilian employees.
He said he had called for an
executive order to be issued by the
end of the year to carry out the
recommendations.
Among other things, the task
force suggested:
-- Government -wide acceptance of
federal employees’ rights to join or
refuse tojoin a union that would

bargain for them collectivel
government limitations.
--Government refusal to no,,
any union which gliserin..,
against anyone because at
color, creed or national ..,
which has any corrupt inflt,,
or is dominated by communi,
others seeking to overthoss
government.
Clear recognition that got
ment employees "do not have
right to strike," and that the g
aernmdvoceantting
t I itrecognize
anisliid
this.
also
the union shop and the closed
are inappropriate to the fist
government.’Alt
hhraoha have veprea
Although
ed government employees,
limits, for a number of years,11
membership at present aid
only 33 per cent or 762,0011
all federal employees.

Man In Space DAYSTROMMEATII
STEREO/HI-Fl KITS
Hopes Fading
For This Year
I 1 eadquarters
FOI1ND AT

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. I UPI I
The slim mathematical chance
that America can rocket a man
’into orbit this year is slipping
away in another wash of technical
troubles, this time in a capsule
built to carry the astronaut.
Scientists on the $400 million
Mercury man-into-space program,
working in shifts on an around-the clock basis, were carefully checking and rechecking Mercury capsule No. 13 today.
The bell-shaped spacecraft with
the traditionally unlucky’ number
is the one built to carry U.S. astronaut John H. Glenn Jr. on the Free
World’s first orbital voyage within
a few weeks.
But the chances of it happening
this year are very small, and getting smaller by the hour.
The 1961 manned orbital hopes
received another blow Monday
when one of a series of checkouts
turned up a problem in the capsule, its seven miles of wiring and
delicate control system.
Sources would not reveal the
exact nature of the troubles. One
said the difficulties "don’t seem to
be serious, hut they certainly don’t
help us any."
Mercury officials already have
reserved Dec. 20-29 on the Atlantic
missile range for a possible manned
orbital try this year. To meet the
critically tight schedule, scientists
are pushing to try to get the capsule installed aboard a converted
Atlas war rocket this week.
Even after the two are mated, a
minimum of 11 days is needed fora complete checkout.
Fderal space agency officials in
Washington debunked reports indicating the shot was imminent or
that it would be attempted Dec. 20.
They said the flight probably would
come "sometime after Christmas"
at the earliest.
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Self Help Medical Lessons To Begin
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By lAWIII4 CASSELS
In
WASHINGTON ’UPI
plenty of doctors
when
peacetime,
it’s risky business to
e available,
anti home
self-disignosis
permit
serious illness.
of
treatment
-yourself medical care
But do-a
a necessity in the
(sold become
nuclear attack.
event of a
U. S. Public
That’s why the
launching a longHealth Setvice is
train 50 million
range program to
one member of each
Arnericans
basic
wilily if possible -- in the
/mangles of medical self-help.
Cooperating in the vast training
Medical
pgigram are the AMPliPLUI
DeAssociation, the Office of Civil
educafense. snit the health and
of all 50 states.
tion departments
Service has
The Public Health
..01118P of eight two-

hour lessons coveting such topics
as treatment of shock and burns:
how to splint a broken leg; how to
deliver a baby; how to give artificial respiration; how to control
bleeding; and protective measurers
against radioactive fallout.
The course will he taught by
physicians, nurses and specially
trained lay personnel. It is designed so that ninth grade students
can readily understand it.
Each state will work out its own
detailed plans for offering the
course on the community level. It
is anticipated that the course will
be made available to high school
students, possibly during the regular school day, and to adults of sill
ages in daytime LIMI evening
classes.
State health officers, school of-

OAS Sanctions Confab
For Cuba Consideration
. ministers id the American
..,ns have agreed to meet next
%al for what could be the first
toward imposing sanctions
against Cuba.
The council of the Organization
of Ammican States 10AS) voted
14.2 Monday night in favor of the
meeting. Only Cuba and Mexico
TOPS IN SHOE REPAIRS
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the conference, but: five
countries abstained.

for
other

The 21 -nation group voted to
have the foreign ministers consider the "threat to the peace and
political independence of the
American states that could come
from the intervention of extra continental powers aimed at breaking the Amer iean solidarity."
The ministers also were asked
in the resolution to point out any
threats that would "justify the application of measures for the maintenance of peace and security."
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facials. medical societies asul civil
defense directors are being briefed
on file ltaMine program in three
regional confet:ences this fall. The
first was held in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Oct. 16-19, the second at Alameda,
Calif., Nov. 19-22, and the third
at Battle Creek, Mich., Dec. 4-7.
Local training sessions will begin in most states in early 1962 on
a modest try-out basis. The plan is
to give the training to 300,000
persons throughout the nation by
the end of 1962.
During 1963, local courses will
be stepped up sharply, with a goal
of 3 million trainees.
Further expansion of the program is planned in 1964 and thereafter, until the goal of roi million
students is attained.
The Public Health SPrVieP is

aware of the possibility that some
people who take the course may
be tempted 10 try self-treatment
in Gallaway times when they could
obtain the services of a physician.
It will be stressed in all courses
that "self care is not a substitute
for greet medical care by a qualified physician when available," and
that harmful effects may result
from delayed or neglected medical
treatment.
Overriding the possibility of
abuse in normal times, the Public
Health Service says, is "the to gent
need for preparing people to meet
their own health requirements to
the best of their ability in the
event of a national disaster, such
as a nuclear attack." After such
an attack, survivors might be isolated from professiona I medical

’Revolutionary Reading Experiment

help for long periods of time, and
dependent on whatever help they
could five therre.elves or earh orb.

It also is standaid policy in California to deny aid to families
whose breadwinner has voluntarily
quit his job except in the aid to
needy children mogram.
"You just don’t starve children
because a parent quit a job," MacDougall said. He said in these
cases vocational rehabilitation is
the answer, keeping the pressure
on the parent to find work.

Kennedy Canine
Leads Tag Race

The American Mtalieal Association endorses this view. Dr. Harold
Lueth, chairman of the AMA council on National Security, said recently:
"Subsequent to a mass attack
on this country there would be
great disparity between the number of casualties and the number
of physicians. However, many injuries will be amenable to competently administered self-aid and
first -aid treatment. Therefore, it Ls
imperative that the general public
receive training and become proficient in the applicsition of mediiriS
pro,edures "

MacDougall also criticii.ed Newbus ith’s proposal to limit relief to
new residents to one or two weeks
of aid.
"Far better."
fornia’s system
non-resident to
but caring for
return."

he said, "is Caliof returning the
his legal residence
him pending his

California counties, MacDougall
said. flatly reject Newburgh’s proposal to lease relief to motherwho continue having inegitimat,,

"It is neither desirable nor pracw;\ i[>.( ;1( i:s; i t:I’l
Chartical to remove all illegitimate
lie, President Kennedy’s Welsh tertheir homes so that
rier, is wearing Washington dog children from
be denied relief.
tag No. 1, outranking his Russian the mother can
MacDougall said. "Such action
friend Pushinka by far.
could only result in greater exPushinka, offspring of is Russian sputnik -dog, is way down the pense."
He said under a recent Fe(leril
list with No. 9, Soviet Piemier
Nikita Khrushchev sent Pu.shinka law, it is now possible to get Fedto the Kennedy’s last June. Pushin- eral help in sharing the cost ot
ka is outranked by such canines placing children in a foster horns:
as Vice President Lyndon B. John- if their own home is not fit. He
son’s dog Jefferson. which is No. 2; said the finding of unfitness of a
deals with the entire home
But local governments have a and FBI Director J. Edgar Hoov- home
environment rather than whether
free hand in administering general er’s dogs G-Boy and Tucker, which
the chilil was illegitimate.
1-1at Nos. 3 and 4.
relief to persons who cannot qualify for categorical relief. It is in
this area, according to IVIa.cDou :r
that California counties have tigic9e1 9
I r1111119
9 II
enet1 up to encourage recipients to
seek jobs.
"We have toughened up to this
C4ri.dm a.’ dilute?’
point," said MacDougall. "We will
at
not let anyone starve."
Despite his claim that Newburgh!
started a "futile conservative re- I
bellion," MacDougall admitted that
California counties already are
making eight of the 13 restrictions
proposed by Newburgh.
For example, Newburgh’s resolve to deny relief to able-bodies!
ITI55, Spartan rendez i.ons
men who refuse employment
iauseci MacDougall to ask:
CHICKEN DINNER
"Where has Newburgh been?1
S1.25
This has been standard operating
policy in the general relief pro)1)
STLAK DINN1 11
grams of California counties tor
years."
Take Newburgh’s plan to pay
1.1 IRK STI.:.1K DINNElf
relief in food, clothing and rent
vouchers instead of cash. This
.73
prohibited by federal law for II,.
STE.kl DINNER
SPI.:1:1-11.
CHEFS
categorical aid programs, acceir,
.41.-111
ing to MacDougall. In general 1.
lief where It is permitted, sir:
’ California counties use vouch’:
only in problem cases where I
lief money isn’t being spent
I
"i I
TH I i ,)\ I) -I
I pray. Other counties issue vouch,
in all

1
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Buttery" theory in reading instruction reached the bookstores this
month, 23 years after its Gast use
and 13 years after the death of its
author, a noted professor of linguistics.
It starts out by teaching youngsters the alphabet.
From there the learner begins
to spell out three-letter words.
The Bloomfield system was devised by Dr. Leonard Bloomfield.
Sterling Professor of Linguistics at
Yale at the time of his death in
1949. He passed it on to dictionary
editor Clarence 1. Barnhart for
use with his own child.
Barnhart, listed 118 co-author of
the published version "Let’s Read"
Wayne University Press, tells in
a forewmd of their long, unsuccessful attempt to find a university school of education or a
Usher willing to give the meth,’
a trial under controlled rondit icr
Its only major use has betel in
parochial schools in Chicago.
Bloomfield’s system is called is
linguistic approach, and Barnhart
defines that as essentially the sep-

A

is presumed to know ti.
of anywhere from 5.000 to 25.001/
words, and if he doesn’t. teaching
him to read them won’t solve the
problem, the authors say.
The system uses phonetics but
does not leash them to the child.
And Bloomfield. in an introductory
essay. says he not much concerned
with thc content of the earliest
residing.
’Aside horn their silliness, the
stories in a child’s Iasi reader artof little USP, tS1’;ILISP the child 18
MO busy with the meenmies of
readinc la, aet angthinc. of the ton g:
tent.’
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State’s ’Tough’ Welfare Program
Increases Job HuntingMacDougall
Its ilt:1:1:1 ri SNoLle4
I :tif. (UPI)
SACRAME:\
California has a tough welfare
program that is "conservative to
the point that it’s stimulating relief recipients to go back to work,"
according to William R. MacDougall, general counsel for the County Supervisors Association of California.
"We know our program Is tough
because the state and federal governments often suggest to us that
we are too tough," he said.
Despite this admission, MacDougall called the controversial
fare program of Newburgh, N.
.
a "futile conservative rebellion
against a liberal welfare program."
He pointed out that the largest
part of the welfare load throughout the et-tunny is generous. This
is because the Federal government
draws the guidelines for the categorical aid programs such as old
age security, and aid to needy children, blind anti disabled, and the
states must stay within these
guides to be eligible for federal
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I CAN SHOP BLINDFOLDEu
. . . and be sure of savings with
G.E.M.’s everyday low prices.
You can too! (Even on Sunday.)

Thousands of families from teachers to janitors have joined since the grand opening. They’ have di
covered why GEM is 1merica’s largest private membership department store ... they. have discovered
Honolulu over 750,000 GEM members and their families rave about GEM quality
why from Boston
and savings.
GEM brings to San Jose ( and to you. if you are eligible) a fabulous. huge (150.000 square feet ol
merchandise) department store featuring thousands of name brands - all of the luxury and necessary
items you are used to buying, but at new. wonderfully low, everyday prices!
Fashions. furniture. food! Hardware. cosmetics. appliances! Complete Insurance. Gas Station and
Laundry -t :leaning services! Over 40 departments in all! Many other member services including special
GEM credit. Be the guest of GI’. \1 I Ili wmuirrild f ;ratiti f )prning weekend - if you are eligible
. . . it’s a family’ affair!
and iti-eet the glorious world of GU
if

You are eligible to become a member if;
1. You are an active employee of Federal, State, County

or City riova.rnmeols, or
retired on pension (disability included).
2. You are an active member of the Armed Forces, Reserve Units or their dependents,
or retired on pension (disability included).
3. You are an employee of Non -Profit, Religious, Educational or Chwitoble
Institutions.
4. You are an employee of Public Utilities, Aircraft Industries or other firms perform.
ing substantial work under government contract or franchise. Or you ore a stock.
holder of G.E.M. International, Inc.
If You Are Eligible You Can Become A Lifetime Charter Member Now. Fill out the
application blank and moil with your 52.00 registration fee for your special charter
membership card that’s good for the entire fomilyfor life. If you’re not completely
satisfied, G.E.M. will refund your 52.00 fee

Teachers and Other State Employees Are Eligible
Fill Out and Bring In

*Bring your own Blindfold
STORE HOURS:

I-----------------------------Registration No.
REGISTRATION APPLICATION
101Tce use an11

WEEKDAYS: 10 to 9 P.M.SATURDAYS: 10

to 6 P M. SUNDAYS: NOON

to 6 P.M.

GEM., 1717 North First St.
San Jose, Calif.
The sum of $200 is enclosed far th
rules and regulations thereof
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